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ARTS & ARCHITECTURE 

I MUSIC 
PETER YATES 

PAUL HINDEMITH: One Composer's World Rationalized 

Having made my way through Paul Hindemith's A Composer's 
World, based on the Charles Eliot Norton lectures which he deliv 
ered, 1949-50, in the "il lustrious Chair of Poetry" at Harvard
from which Stravinsky in another year gave forth his Musical 
Poetics-I understand more clearly the intense distaste for Hinde
mith's music I begin to feel, whenever, as last season, I am 
required by my own program-making to hear too much of it. I am 
not forgetting the scholarship and technical command, the imag 
ination, wit, and charm that break through the continual rational
izing of process. The aforetime radical, who suffered the interdict 
of Hitler as a Kulturbolschewist, has become a rallying figure of 
musical reactionaries and the Germanic type of musicologists who 
will not admit the esthetic relevance of any fact they do not have 
in print or any score they cannot analyze. With all their zeal, 
these fo lk are fertile sources of obscurantism, legend, and the sort 
of negative propaganda which puts on the furrowed brow of 
philosophical or psychological speculation. 

In Hindemith's music the rhythm changes but is seldom varied 
from within. The inflexible melodic-thematic patterns do not sing 
as melodies or transform themselves by any self-contained magic 
into memorable themes. The earnest counterpoint fears dramatic 
fore-shortening, as the movement fears rest. The stolid, predict
able, black-note effects go their dependable way, a Roman elo
quence, incapable of sett ing free beyond the housetop flights of 
birds, angels, or intangibles. Hindemith's Gruenewald {Matthias 
der Mahler) lacks the nightmare and the transfiguration of its 
painterly original. The craftsmanlike intelligence moves left to 
right across the page, avoiding the dangerously sublime and even 
more the sublime dangers of what may at first appear ridiculous
the God-companying humor of Cervantes or Bach-confining itself 
to an emotional realm wherein all emotional awareness seems to 
be, according to his own definition, a pale recollection of former 
emotional experience. 

Hindemith writes as thou.gh he has had no personal feeling of 
music for so long that he can only remember that such experience 
exists, that he has had it at some more innocent time of light, and 
that it was wonderful as young love while it lasted. I have 
observed of many professional musicians, that, as they mature 
professionally, they put ru les, dicta, anecdotes, unquestioned tradi 
tional opinions in place of the ever-fresh awareness of discovery 
in the presence of the work of art itself. A maturing musician, 
who does not suffer this common disability, feels himself unhappily 
less and less able, especially if he is a composer, to think in 
common terms with other practitioners of the trade . Hindemith is 
aware of this fallibility and demonstrates it. 

I cannot imagine Hindemith writing a piece like the little can
tata, The Lover's Wish, which had its first performance at the third 
of the Roof's four Schoenberg concerts. At first hearing, and for 
the players, it seems impossibly complex and indirect. The piece 
lasts 3 112 minutes; we repeated it immediately. Four or five suc
cessive hearings would only have intensified the inwardness of 
this tiny orient of music, poised and at its centre serene. Hearing 
it almost apart from emotional dynamics one grew more aware of 
the musical involvement, the multiplied counteracting and crossing 
rhythms and tones, their connotation as sound, not by analysis or 
meaning by any verbal or ideistic reference, bu_t in the way sound 
becomes melody by extension and harmony by vertical implica
tion. In Hindemith's work one is conscious at all times of formally 
designed musical ideas going musical roads. 

A comparable piece by Hindemith would be Serenades for 
soprano voice, oboe, viola, and cello, a wonderfully witty, calcu 
lated lyricism of accompanied solos, duos, and asides, a master
piece of craftsmanship with every idea exposed. Coming towards 
the end of last season it restored my faith in the composer. 

I suppose the awareness of fundamental, permanent originality 
in music is blocked for many by the need to hitch their imagination 
to a referrable process, ~nd this seems to be Hindemith's own 
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block. His music seldom brings an audience to catharsis or climax; 
the hearing is frictive, the outcome respectable, usually admirable, 
often tedious. He has composed solo pieces for nearly every in
strument, in a manner always well adapted but rarely with such 
idiomatic feeling as if the subject had discovered itself in the 
instrument. 

Because of this habit of writing useful pieces for many different 
instruments, and elementary, practical music for string and choral 
groups, Hindemith has been called a composer of Gebrauchsmusik. 
The term is his own, invented as he tells us in a discussion with 
some German choral conductors, to point out the danger of an 
esoteric isolationism in music and to offer a corrective to that 
danger. A similar idea was promulgated later by Aaron Copland. 

Stravinsky, agreeing with the argument, composed in the same 
spirit several pieces, among them the Duo Concertante for violin 
and piano. 

The word-" in German," Hindemith writes, "it is as hideous 
as its English equivalents workaday music, music for use, utility 
music"-became widely current, bringing forth from composers 
in many parts of the world a flood of compositions, some of out
standing value,• counterbalancing the tendency among twentieth 
century composers to value difficulty for difficulty's sake (of which 
the Opus Clavicembalisticum by Kaikhosru Sorabji is a supreme 
example). Now in his preface Hindemith tries to explain away 
the useful word, because it is ugly, because he believes that it has 
been applied by critics indiscriminately to his own music, no matter 
how serious or difficult, and because "quite obviously music for 
which no use can be found, that is to say, useless music, is not 
entitled to public consideration anyway and consequently the 
Gebrauch is taken for granted." What then of the danger, the 
isolationism, and the need of a corrective? Hindemith is the victim 
of his own propaganda. 

One may sympathize with the composer's feelings but not with 
his argument. Few but critics would think the less of his evidently 
Gebrauchs compositions, or his very practical sonatas and chamber 
concertos, because this term may be applied to them. The content, 
the musical substance, is the point at issue; the term can be applied 
equally well to the ugly Battle Symphony by Beethoven, the ele
gant dance music by Haydn, and the two profound and tragic 
fantasies by Mozart, all of which were composed to be played by 
a musical clock or music box. 

Hindemith offers in this book a number of theories, which he 
tells us in the preface he will take up at greater length in a 
textbook on musical composition that he is preparing. He has 
already published harmonic method and with curious pedantry 
has . insisted on rewriting, to conform with the new method, some 
of his best-loved works, in particular the song-cycle Das Marien
leben, to poems by Rainer Maria Rilke, a vagary as curious as if 
Schoenberg had rewritten his song-cycle The Hanging Gardens to 
conform with the later Method of Composing with Twelve Tones. 
There is of course the possibility that Hindemith may have done 
this, as Stravinsky has recomposed several of his popular early 
works, to establish a new copyright. War and change of nation
ality wreak havoc with a composer's ownership of his creations. 

We can deal with only a few of Hindemith's theories. 11 
••• The 

amassment of many listeners' experiences ... causes some kind 
of so-called progress, which expresses itself in the acknowledg
ment of hitherto unknown stylistic patterns or technical novelties . 
. . . The music of our day cannot touch other regions of our intel
·iectual and emotional life than those touched in participants of 
the past by their own contemporary music. In this respect a modern 
symphony orchestra is neither more advanced nor better than the 
simple tune a stone-age man created musingly on his bone flute." 

Indeed, it may be worse. The particular has nothing to do with 
the general in such an instance. The local symphony orchestra 
may go the way of the local opera house, leaving the symphonic 
art of Mahler as recondite as the operatic art of Handel. Taste 
expanding with opportunity has brought out of obscurity the music 
of Machaut, Bach's Musical Offering, Beethoven's Diabelli Varia
tions, and may revive Sorabji's Opus Clavicembalisticum. Esthetic 
progress is not simply forward in time but inward in awareness of 
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expressive possibilities and their enduring substance, not novelties 
but consequences of knowledge. External circumstances implement 
the cultural change. Today radio and recording have brought 
music back from the concert hall into the room, producing a corres
ponding growth of interest in chamber music and the playing of 
the older domestic instruments. 

Hindemith shifts his ground so rapidly, by expert, if uninten
tional rationalization, that this argument, though directed ostensibly 
in one direction, is often made to seem effective in a quite different 
direction. In the statement I have quoted it is hard to decide what 
sort of advancement, if any, Hindemith does recognize. Does he 
believe that there is musical, as some of us still hopefully believe 
that there is moral, progress from the boneflute music of the stone 
age to Bach 's Mass, Passions, and Art of Fugue? Does he believe 
that there is fundamental technical and creative advancement? 
Does he believe that the music of such expressive instruments as 
shakuhachi and koto, or the gamelan orchestra, or the cembalum, 
touches all the regions of our intellectual and emotional life that 
are touched by the western European literature of the keyboard 
or the string quartet? Or, to reverse the emphasis: have we mis
laid the meditative substance of the polyphonic choral music? 

I believe that the progress which has enabled us to rescue Bach 's 
Art of Fugue from classroom analysts and enjoy hearing it per
formed represents a real growth in comprehension of extended 
abstract music. Though we still perform it too dramatically, the 
Art of Fugue stands for the revival of creative interest in true 
polyphony, art growing around a centre rather than towards a 
climax. Hindemith prefers to put it this way: "There is, however, 
one work which is the piece de resistance of the more art-conscious 
set of arrangers: the Art of Fugue." Look at that term, "art-con
scious": is it the equivalent of "long-hair," or "esoteric" as used 
by a vengeful critic who fears that he may have been left behind, 
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or "Gebrauchsmusik" the way Hindemith doesn't l ike it? Or does 
it mean "esthetically aware"? 

Hindemith goes on: "The ideal behavior is to enjoy it in the 
same spirit of non-sounding abstraction as the composer did when 
he wrote it." And the preciousness comes home to roost. If Bach 
had preferred the sort of Gebrauchsmusik in the head you get by 
looking at notes, he would not have spent so much of his busy 
life rewriting his own and other men 's music for practical, instru
mental use. And he would not have set the pattern for at least 
one set of future arrangers by rewriting the most abstract portions 
of his most abstract composition, the g listening pair of mirror fugues, 
to be played on double keyboard. The supreme arbiters of Bach 
scholarship, Spitta, Schweitzer, Tovey, have ruled against the struc
tural coherence of the Art of Fugue in the form in which it sur
vives: their decision is overruled every time the music is performed. 
The whole is more satisfactory than any combination of its parts. 

I can't remember any version of the Art of Fugue which could 
be called in the adverse sense, "art -conscious ." Graeser's original 
versions for strings and for piano duet are strictly Gebrauch; so is 
Buhlig's two-piano version, after Bach's example; and Roy Harris's 
for string quartet. I do not mean that all versions are equally 
good. Mitropoulos and Scherchen have given sound to a pair of 
badly overdone arrangements, but these are not precious. lngolf 
Dahl and his orchestration class at USC worked up a setting which 
might have educated Mitropoulos; and a group of Hollywood com
posers, led by Lawrence Morton, turned out an equally good piece 
of workmanship using full families of solo winds and brass, with 
string quartet, and two harpsichords. 

(As I rose from the typewriter to renew my pipe the Sixth 
Brandenburg Concerto which had been playing over my radio in 
the next room came to an end; and then, in the si lence, the piano 
began sounding clear and bright the theme of the Art of Fugues-
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as if Bach himself, through a crack of time, had come into the 
room. It was the original improvisation, the 3-part Ricercar, as I 
recognized when the fugal beginning broke into a free passage of 
triplets, out of which grew both the Musical Offering and the Art 
of Fugue. I did not lose my sense of miracle, though I guessed the 
practical explanation, while I listened to the piano playing from 
the next room. A long-playing record from the Prades Festival had 
been let go on. Why should I give up my sense of miracle? The 
coincidence, the timeliness of artistic experience have nothing to 
do with a pragmatic expl·anation. And then the Janssen Symphony 
played Schoenberg's Concerto for Orchestra, rewritten from a con
certo grosso by Handel, no transcription but an orchestral re
creation as fresh as Stravinsky's Pulcinella out of PergolesL) 

As Hindemith says, summarizing some thoughts on musical instru
ments: "We cannot tear down the barricade that separates the 
present world from things and deeds past; the symbol and its pro
totype cannot be made to coincide absolutely .. . . Here, as in 
every other moral effort, it is not what we actually achieve that is 
accounted valuable, but the lofty endeavors which marked our 
progress towards the goal." 

I should like to place on record my gratitude to Hindemith for 
his arrangements of the Passion Sonatas for violin and continua 
by Heinrich Biber, with which the late Adolph Koldofsky and 
Alice Ehlers delighted our Roof audience several years ago. These 
are among the glories of seventeenth century German music, that 
century Donald Tovey so brusquely dismissed as not worth the 
study of serious musicians. Even a great musician can be a bit of 
a fool in his ignorance. 

Hindemith's consuming desire to explain everything by elemen
tary process tells us less than Schoenberg's mystical pride when 
he speaks of "the miraculous contributions of the subconscious . .. 
the power behind the human mind, which produces miracles for 
which we do not deserve credit . . . the intoxicating recollec
tion of the inspiration that enforced production." If composer or 
listener is incapable of such experience, he doesn't have it; he 
doesn't learn that from a treatise. 

Throughout this book Hindemith gives the impression of a dis
appointed composer trying by argument, by rationalization, to 
reduce creative experience to his own creative stature; and he can 
not do it. "Different listeners wil I experience different images," he 
says, "and even one and the same listener will not react uniformly 
to reappearing musical stimuli." The particular truth is again quite 
true, but not in the general application that is at once given it. 
There is sufficient agreement about Bach's Art of Fugue. 

Hindemith asserts that musical space must be three-dimensional, 
confining musical form to three-dimensional shapes, disregarding 
further dimensions of time and of the silence he seldom gives us 
to hear in his own music. He states that tonality has become as 
fundamental to Western music as gravitational attraction to exist
ence on the earth and proceeds immediately to ridicule the possi
bility that any "atonal" music can escape the "gravitational attrac
tion of tonality." "Atonal" music, he claims, "disturbs the custom
er's feel ing of gravitational attraction by combining so many dif
ferent forms of attraction that his sense of location cannot adjust 
itself fast enough. So-called atonal music," he tells us, "music 
which pretends to work without acknowledging the relationship 
of harmonies to tonics ... cannot satisfy our desire for gravita
tional orientation ... . Spatial dizziness is the result." As in one 
of those eccentric devices of the midway, " ... the innocent on
looker feels his inside turned into a pretzel-shaped distortion." 

No one can argue with this sort of demagoguery. It will cer
tainly fail to convince anyone who finds pleasure in the music. 
I prefer Schoenberg's music to Hindemith's, not because I enjoy 
dizziness, but because my hearing intelligence prefers the better 
music. Berlioz did not lose his awareness of Beethoven's art 
because his venerable teacher -:alled it noise. 

Paul Hindemith, an honest conventional composer in his early 
years, a master of exceptional creative gifts during his middle 
years, has in his later years become esthetically embittered. Some
thing has gone wrong in his more recent music. Perhaps his 
esthetic intelligence has seen more clearly into the future than his 
argument admits. 
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J. 0. B. 
JOB OPPORTUNITY BULLETIN 

FOR ARTISTS, ARCHITECTS, DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS 

This is prepared monthly by the Institute of Contemporary Art, 138 
Newbury St., Boston 16, Mass., as a service to manufacturers and 
to individuals desiring employment with industry either as com
pany or outside designers. No service or placement fee is charged 
to artists, architects or designers. 

J.O.B. is in two parts: 

I. Openings with manufacturers and other concerns or institutions 
interested in securing the services of artists, archi tects or designers. 
We invite manufacturers to send us descriptions of the types of 
work they offer and the kinds of candidates they seek. Ordinarily 
the companies request that their names and addresses not be given. 

II. Individual artists and designers desiring employment. We invite 
such to send us information about themselves and the type of em
ployment they seek. 

Please address all communications to: Editor, J.0.B., Institute of 
Contemporary Art, 138 Newbury Street, Boston 16, Mass. The 
manufacturers request that candidates communicate with the Insti
tute rather than directly with the companies. 

I. OPENINGS WITH COMPANIES 

A. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER: For large, well-established manu
facturer of aluminum building materials; to design new structures 
and products, to redesign structures and products, to assist in de
veloping new architectural uses and applications, and to promote 
the use of aluminum as a building material. Qualifications: train
ing and experience as an architect, desire to work ful I-time in in
dustry rather than to engage in private architectural practice, abil
ity to work with engineers and other designers. 

8. ARCHITECTURAL SALES MANAGERS AND SALESMEN: For large, 
well-established national manufacturer~ as Regional Sales Man
agers or Salesmen of aluminum and aluminum building materials 
to Architects and Contractors. Attractive salaries for mature men 
with architectural background or interests, exensive sales experi
ence, strong connections with architects and builders in their area. 

C. ARTISTS: Eastern manufacturer wishes to get in touch with 
schools (or individuals) that can recommend artists with concep
tion of packaging approach and design, to do key (black & white) 
drawings; modest beginning salary. 

D. AUTOMOTIVE DESIGNERS: The Institute knows of several auto
mobile manufacturers interested in obtaining names, addresses and 
qualifications of industrial designers experienced, or desiring em
ployment, in the field of automobile designing. Training in engi
neering is considered a desirable asset in applying for such posi
tions. 

E. BOOK DESIGNERS: An excellent and progressive New York 
publisher has requested names of designers interested in free lance 
book design: fiction, biography and politics. No book jackets; only 
typography and layout. 

F. CARPET DESIGNERS: The Institute invites experienced soft-surface 
floorcovering artists and designers to inquire about an exceptional 
design staff opening with a large manufacturer near New York 
City. Salary open. Excellent working conditions. Suggestions of 
possible candidates will be welcomed. Individuals who have 

(continued on page 30) 
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homes you are building today. 

Put built-in telephone facilities in your plans 

@ Pacific Telephone 
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The Interior is an integral part of every 

building scheme. Frank Bros. aim is to 

accomplish integrated Interiors by stocking and 

displaying the most complete selection of imported 

and domestic contemporary furniture and 

accessories to be found anywhere. 

Walker 

beech legs with 

ak trtm 119.00 

Teak ches and desk with 

concealed mirror 232.00 

Oval din ng table 

with 21 h ext nsion le 

teak top w ith 

39.50 b se p rice 

Lounge ch ir w ith 

ad1usta ble pitch 

N t ural w lnut arms 

and b ech frame 102.00 

ab le 

metal logs 56.00 

2400 American Ave., Long Beach, Cal fornia, ong Beach 4-8137 Nevada 6-3709-0 pen Monday and Friday Evenings until 9---~~---



HALF THE WORLD 

More than half the people of the world are 
illiterate. This means that one thousand million 
men and women can neither read nor write. 

More than half the people of the world are 
also desperately poor. Their earnings are so low 
that their daily diet is barely enough to keep 
them alive. In the countries of Asia and Africa, 
where illiteracy is most prevalent, a child at birth 
can expect to live no more than thirty years, 
while in the countries of Western Europe, where 
a high proportion of the people are able to read 
and wri te, a child can expect to live fifty -five 
or more years. 

Illiteracy is part of a tragic circle of under
p :-oduction, malnutrition and endemic disease. 

The circle cannot be broken by an attack on 
only one of these elements. It is useless to con
centrate on improving health if inefficient form
ing methods and soil erosion are left unchecked 
and entire popu lations remain undernourished. 
It is equally useless to teach people to read and 
write t;nless they have an incentive ;·o learn and 
use this knowledge. The only satisfactory incen
tive is an improvement in their daily lives. Nor 
can agricultural production be raised if disease 
and ignorance keep the people who work the 
land in phys ical and mental inertia. 

These problems are too complex for traditional 
schoolroom methods used to teach children . They 
are problems affecting all sections of the popu
lation-children and adults, women as well as 
men-and they demand a much broader ap
proach by the educator. 

Unesco's Greatest Challenge 

During recent years, many people have taken 
such an approach in the world's underdeveloped 
regions. They have called their work by various 
names such as "mass education," "basic educa
tion," "cultural missions," and "community de
velopment." Unesco which has considered these 
problems to be its major challenge, uses the 
term "fundamental education ." 

The main purpose of fundamental education 
is to help people to understand their immediate 
problems and to give them the skills to. solve 
them through their own efforts. It is an emer
gency solution designed to help masses of illit
erate adults and children in countries whose edu-

,--- --
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cational facilities have been inadequate. It is an 
attempt to salvage a generation by giving it the 
minimum of education needed to improve its 
way of life, its health, its productivity and its 
social, economic and political organization . 

Fundamental education cannot hope to 
achieve tangible results without men and ma
terials; that is, without qualified workers and 
effective educational materials specifically de
signed for its task. 

Neither, at present, is available. The demand 
for primers in Creole or agricultural manua ls in 
Sesuto is not great enough to attract private cap
ital to the long job of research required to pro
duce them . Teachers' training schools ordinarily 
do not require their graduates to be able to 
teach reading in one class and contour farming 
in the next. 

If each individual country were to attempt this 
job, the overall cost would be staggering, and 
an inevitable waste of money and manpower 
would result. Experiments showed that a pooling 
of resources at regional levels was needed . 

Unesco is now aiding its Member States by 
helping to train fundamental education workers 
and by developing samples of the teaching ma
terials they need . This plan is intended to oper
ate as a twelve-year programme in which a world 
network of six production and training centres 
will be established in five regions-Latin Amer
ica, Equatorial Africa, the Middle East, India 
and the Far East. 

The total cost of the programme covering Latin 
America and the other four regions, spread over 
twelve years, would be $20,000,000. 

Detailed proposals for financing the pro ject 
have been prepared by a Committee of Unesco's 
Executive Board. A substantial part of the finance 
needed must be obtained from sources other 
than the normal budget of Unesco. It is believed 
that this can be achieved . 

This money cannot come from the regions in 
which the centres will open, for they are areas 
in which little more can be done for a long time, 
than to provide the populations with a hard-won 
living. Obviously, it is in the interests of the 
better-favored regions and of the whole world 
that less fortunate areas should not be aband
doned to illiteracy and disease, to poverty and 
recurrent famine, and, worst of all, to despair. 

i11 passing 
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"Good Design" is directed hy Edgar Kaufmann, fr., 
and jointly sponsored by the Museum of Modern Art in 
New York anrl The Merchandise Mart in Chicago. It is 
the fvurth annual exhibition in the series. Material was 
chosen from nearly 6,000 entries , the largest number 
ever sulnnitted. and approximately 275 new items were 
displuycd along with the 225 selected in June. Mr. 
Kaufmann , permanent Chairman of the Selection Com
mittee was joined by D. ] . Depree, Presiden,t of the 
l/emwn Miller Furniwre Company, and Russel Wright , 
rlesi~ner. and recently President uf the S.l.D. It was 
the ho[Je of the committee to avoid the choice of mere 
''drmvin~ l11wrd concepts" and, instead , lo find designs 
which clemonstraterl an appreciation of the needs and 
reactions of consumers and of the nature of materials 

and production processes. 

Installation : 

The 1953 installation of "Good Design" has 
been planned and prepared by Mr. Alexander 
Girard, architect and designer, known for his 
industrial and residential architecture and for 
his recent designs in fabrics and wallpapers. 
This new installation was designed to empha
size the values of each individual item; greater 
emphasis is placed on showing the exhibits to 
their best advantage than on the carefully re
strained installation. 

The immediate overall effect is of a dark, vir
tually invisible background and surrounding in 
which the exhibits appear to float in bright light. 
To achieve this effect, ceiling and outside walls 
are painted black; the floor is covered with large 
squares of black vinyl impregnated cork; inner 
partitions are covered with dark-toned velvet 
flock paper that is light absorbing. In the midst 
of these minimized props are bright display 
areas, a number of which are constructed of a 
plastic board produced by Dow Chemical Co. 
and used to give the effect of translucent snow. 
One entire double wall, with bright illumination 
coming through from inside, is constructed with 
many shelves for displays. A large square of 
Styrofoam, covering a pit of light beneath it, 
supplies a horizontal display area a foot above 
the floor. Other means of lighting in the exhi
bition space are also diffused-one is not con
scious of the source of light; it seems to come 
from nowhere and envelop the individual exhibits. 

Partitions in the area are set up like flats in 
a theatre, all in one direction, with an eye
catching exhibit around each corner, and an 
occasional peephole to get a glimpse of what 
is coming. There is no definite course for going 
through the show. Exhibits are generally grouped 
according to type of object. Wallpapers are 
shown in panels on vertical structures like kiosks. 
All upholstery fabrics are dis p I aye d flat on 
square, padded tables, while drapery fabrics 
are stretched flat over vertical boards. Sheer 
fabrics are shown on frames against light. 

General Characteristics: It seems apparent 
from the general character of the entries that 
their forms and features do not tend towards 
revolutionary expression. Although technically 
advanced, the expressive part of design seems 
conservative, unmindful of widespread changes 
in ways of living. This mood of conservatism 
has been traced heretofore in times of world 
insecurity when problems and dangers have 
seemed too threatening to encourage advance. 
Perhaps the trend noted here is another indica
tion that the modern movement, as it has existed 
and progressed for the past hundred years, is 
capable of remaining true to its principles while 
expressing various moods of the moment, in 
whatever direction they may lean. 

Nevertheless, the more adventurous expres
sions of design remain constructive and neces

( continued on page 16) 
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I HOTOGRAPHc; av CAR I ULLRICH 
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Black metal folding cha it, baked enamel on steel; designed by 
J. Cecil Witty for the Troy Sunshade Company 

Two-door cabinet in smoked oak and teak; designed by Hans 
Wegner, distributed by George Tanier 

Snack table with walnut top, gunmetal 
legs; designed by Ernest Sohn 

Small glazed earthenware pitcher designed by James 
Solomon for Tackett Associates 

Pottery flower pot with saucer designed by Hal Riegger 
for Miltonvale Potteries, Inc. 

Adjustable armchair with loose cushions and removable 
cover; beech frame in smoke finish; designed by Hans 
Wei:i;ner, distributed by George Tanier 

Three-drawer oak chest designed by George Nelson for 
the Herman Miller Furniture Company 

Natural cane bench with metal legs and ebonized frame; 
designed by George Nelson for the Herman Miller 
Furniture Company -
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sary. A number of such designs appear among 
the new selections. They are particularly notice
able among utilitarian objects, for kitchen, bath
room and cleaning uses, where there is found a 
franker expression which meets new problems on 
their own terms. Small, hand-held utensils of 
various types and uses are especially free in 
design. A similar vital note happily is found 
among the fabrics, both woven and printed. 

Furniture: A particularly interesting innovation 
aimed to extend progressive design to wider 
audiences is found in the cabinets designed by 
George Nelson and manufactured by the Herman 
Miller Co. Usually original designs are cheap
ened by the vulgarization of imitators before they 
reach wider markets. In this case the same 
design carries through an entire range. Two cab
inets shown are produced for showroom sales. 
These cabinets are placed freely on benches, 
with rosewood veneer and light ceramic handles; 
they present a luxurious aspect. Two others are 
produced for department store sales, in more 
modest natural light oak with attached metal legs 
and metal hardware. But both types are funda
mentally the same basic design. Thus the same 
design and production process is styled towards 
elaboration and towards simplicity, according to 
the type of customer to be reached. 

Storage units, European by Hans Wegner, and 
American by William Pohlmann, indicate that 
cabinet design is now influenced by the architec
tural mood and scale of storage walls. They are 
larger, plainer and look more built-in, as op
posed to the traditional idea of a storage piece 
as an elaborated box, a kind of treasure chest. 

In several ' instances the most adventuresome 
furniture designs prove to be some old friends. 
For example, a bentwood chair and table de
signed in Sweden by Bruno Mathsson were on 
the market in their original forms long before the 
advent of "Good Design." New versions, how
ever, are included in this selection with new 
finishes and surfaces. Black iron cantilevered 
and folding chairs are not new; but, as in the 
designs shown by J. Cecil Witty, they have been 
reworked and are back on the market in excep
tionally straight-forward, well-detailed versions. 

Few of the 25 pieces of furniture included 
have black iron frames, in contrast to the work 
in recent shows. However, two pieces of sum
mer furniture by Paul McCobb utilize this ma
terial with great skill. 

Fabrics: A striking line of upholstery fabrics, 
in mercerized cotton and viscose, comes from 
Boris Kroll. They are richly textured with muted 
variations of tones in very fine grain and minute, 
sharply contrasted areas. These fabrics have 
been created in several groups in which each 
fabric is related to others in weave and in visual 
effect. The subtle relationships have been 
achieved by ringing changes on a few funda
mental textile structures. (continued on page 32) 

1 Deep dish ash tray from Takahashi, San Francisco 
2 Black folding metal table, charcoal finish baked 

enamel steel ; designed by J. Cecil Witty for the 
Troy Sunshade Company 

3 Implements of .polished horn from Denmark de
signed by Peter Husted for Bonniers 

4 Large ceramic bowl designed by Fong Chow for 
Glidden Pottery Company; square ceramic bowl 
designed by Glidden Parker . 

5 Platters in primavera, in mahogany and in zebra 
wood designed by Arthur E. Carpenter for Espe
net; salad bowls in smoked poplar, natural finish; 
distributed by Bonniers 

6 Place mats handwoven multicolored wool on nat· 
ural linen; Swedish Folk Weavers, imported by 
Elizabeth Hanna, San Francisco. 

7 Closet storage set in nickel plated steel; designed 
by Carl Ferrara, manufactured by Veri Neel 

8 Salt and pepper in white bisque and natural wood 
designed by Edgar Johnson; covered soup bowl 
designed by Grete Moller, distributed by Bonniers; 
tea kettle, deep bowl and cup, Japanese folk pot
tery from Takahashi, San Francisco 

9 Lawn rake designed by Charles Wolk 
10 Salad bowl of spun aluminum-baked enamel

smoke with pink fleck; design, Florence Thomas 
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SOFA HAS NO- SAG SPRINGS AND FOAM RUBBER CUSHIONS : TABLE HAS WHITE MICARTA TOP SET INTO SOLID PRIMAVERA FRAME 

KIPP STEWART: NEW DESIGNS 

Designed by Kipp Stewart, this new group, 

"The Criterion Co llection," was developed for 

Cal/ Mode by Sieberts Associates, Los Angeles. 

The work is characterized by clean lines, warm 

finis hes, and interesting fabrics. 

"Bakuba," a white South African mahogany is 

the wood used with the choice of "Sorrell" or 

English wa lnut finishes. The Criterion Collection 

includes sofas, sectional pieces, club chairs, oc

casional and host chairs, platform sofa, and a 

series of occasional tables, dining tables and 

buffets. The metal frames are available in mat 

white or black finish; the hardware is polished 

brass wrapped with cane. 



HERBERT MATTER AT WORK 

The exhibitinn was planned and built as a travelin~ show. It has five free standing 
units which make it possible to display "in front , in back, or all around." The use oj 
both front and back helps to organize the material; in some cases, the /ront 1'.s userl for 
photol{raphs , the back for layouts; or one side /or typography, the other for covers. 

Two units are the same, three are of different design making it possible to install an 
exCiting show in any given space and to compose the units according to accent arid ten 
sion. All structural units are fitted in three boxes /vr easy shipment. 

All units have the same components: 11/./' x 11/2" uprights; rail-like frame for holding 
cardboards; 30" x 40" cardboards with displays; 30" x 40" 14" muson.ite /or bracing 
and colors. 



For the recent retrospective show of Herbert 
Matter, photographer, designer, and painter, 
the artist planned the installation himself. In his 
approach to the problem of this exhibition, one 
is able to discern his method of working in other 
fields. Here the project was to set up an exhi 
bition that could travel easily and yet be estheti 
cally satisfactory . It is Matter's habit to feel hi s 
way through a problem by actually working 
with the materials until he feel s the rightness of 
the solution. In this case, he set up tiny models 
of the 30 by 40 inch boards-on -rails and then 
composed arrangements of photographs, layouts, 
posters, and typography which comprise this 
exhibition of his work in design . 

Matter's objective is always purely esthetic, 
in the formal control of space (here with his 
models he organized first three-dimensional ar
rangements and then the two-dimensional areas 
of the boards). A poster or photograph, a page 
of a book, or even the arrangement of an exhi 
bition must be exciting in itself. Visual excite
men t is created by tension, Matter believes; and 
this factor is evident in all his work : the tension 
of a relationship of clean shapes to each other 
and to the containing space, the tension of black 
and white to the one bright color, usually red 
or yellow, which he introduces in his formal 
arrangements. 

Bom in Switzerland, Matter came to Paris in 
the late 1920's as a painter, and worked with 
Leger and Le Corbusier. There he also became 
interested in photography and did layout and 
display work for an advertising firm . On hi s 

f 1·11ntin11 et! 1m /lll ~t' .'{'j) 
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A BUDDHIST CHURCH 

BY CAMPBELL AND WONG 

ECKBO, ROYSTON & W ILLIAMS, LANDSCAPE ARCHITE :'.:T3 
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This pro ject for a new Buddha's Universa l Church in San Francisco 

is a col labora tive effort by a group of artists, architects, designers 
and landscape archi tects, a ll jo ining in the discussion of the prob
lems involved in try ing to express the spiritua l concept of this religion 
in its very p hysica l surroundi ngs; each artist contribut ing a nd ex
changing ideas on each o ther 's medium. 



In Buddha's Universal Church, the teachings 
of Buddha are not "preached" to the congre
gation. Short plays and dialogues are put on 
by six-person casts chosen from the membership; 
four members generally taking the roles of every
day human beings with their petty transgressions 
against their fellow beings; the remaining two 
acting as representatives of the church, inter
preting their conflicts with Buddha's teachings . 
There is no pulpit, no lectern, only the stage to 
accommodate the cast . 

Overflow congregation is accommodated by 
means of opening up folding walls to the Class
rcom north of the main auditorium . Directly 

over the ground floor Classroom is the Choir 
and Organ Loft. 

T'IEN TONG is a reception room where mem
bers, prospective members and fr iends may seek 
to ask questions and advice from elders in a 
relaxed atmosphere. 

CHAPEL: The Chapel, accessible through the 
T'ien Tong is not only for prayer and meditation, 
but also for initiation ceremonies. 

SCHOOL: Beside the Main Classroom on the 
main floor, at the lower floor, the Social Lounge, 
Library, Classrooms, Kitchen and Toilet facilities 
and the numerous Rehearsal Rooms for the con
tinually changing casts complete the Educational 

PHOTOGRAPHS BY B~AIR STAPP 
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Unit. These areas are accessible from the street 
with its separate entrance in addition to the main 
stairs off the main Lobby. (continued on page 32) 

Buddhism was introduced into China in 67 A. D. , a nd 
the firs t Buddhist church was e rec ted in 190 A.D. Be
l!innin,(! in t he middl e of the Thi rd century, Buddh ism 
exerted a g reat influ ence in the development of art a nd 
architecture in China. Th e curveJ roof eaves and the 
Pagoda is said to have been de rived from Buddhist 
directions. 

Many of the features in plan , in detail and in the ar t 
forms have s pec ial s ignificance e ither peculiar to th e 
history and conce pt of Buddhism or, in some instan ces, 
to th e parti cular ,(!roup for whirh this church is des ign ed . 
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AN EXPERIMENT IN CORRELATION 

PART 3 The psychological impact of atomic science upon modern art 

By FELIX MARTI IBANEZ, M.D. RESUME OF PARTS I AND II 
The year 1900 marks the beginning of a crisis 

in the conception of the universe. The new atomic 
science, Einsteinian physics, the quantum theory 
of Planck, the new astronomy, and modern mathe
matics, as well as ultramicroscopic biology, have 
revolutionized the concepts of classical physics. 
The new picture of the universe; the acc.eptance 
of finite .r,pace, the identity of matter and energy; 
and the idea of the relativity of time and its con
tinuity in spac.e, have caused a crisis in man's 
concept of the world around him and of himself. 

The work of the artist has reflected this crisis, 
for there is a historical interrelation between sci
entific though and artistic sensibility. Since 1907 
the new forms of modern art-surrealism, cubism, 
and abstract art-have shown the psychological 
impact of atomic science, which destroyed the 
spatial scheme and bodily image of man. The 
spatial scheme in the human mind is born as a 
result of the engrams engraved on the nervo·us 
system by sensory stimuli and by mental images 
evoked by meditation; in that spatial scheme lies 
the key to the concept man has of his milieu. The 
bodily image in the human mind comes from 
cenesthesic intraperceptions and the reaction of 
man'.s psyche to external sensory stimuli. 

A. The psycho-biological process of the formation 
of the 11spatial scheme}} of the milieu 

What have been the consequences of the psy
chological impact on modern man of this atomistic 
nttova scienza? We can summarize them in a 
single statement: that the result of the conceptions 
of modern physics discussed previously has been 
to destroy completely what we may call the mental 
spatial scheme man had of the universe. 

The human being lives in surroundings which 
convey to him, through the windows of the senses, 
impressions that engrave on his nervous system 
certain structures called engrams and which finally 
become part of his organism. The totality of these 
impressions made by various engraphic stimuli 
forms what can be called the internal correlative 
of the outside world, and creates in the human 
mind the spatial scheme of the milieu. 

Since the form of the engrams varies in accord
ance with the internal nervous structure of each 
organism, we have to accept with Ue:xkiill that 
each animal has its special inner world in which 
a specific graphic architecture exists and supports 
his image of the external world. This means that 
the outside world of the jellyfish differs from that 
of man, and the outside world of man differs 
from that of the badger or the butterfly, because 
each species receives different stimuli-graphic, 
visual, olfactory, tactile, auditory, thermic or 
pressor-which engrave a different internal image 
and spatial scheme of the world in each species. 
And so the expression "outer world" is a variable 
one and depends on the point of view of the 
species under consideration. 

The aforementioned engrams and . the external 
stimuli which cause them are constantly condi
tioning the activity of the living being, including 
his aesthetic conduct. The human being therefore 
forms . his universe i~ the image and likeness of 
the engrams that he possesses. Man's idea of .the 
universe varies with the sensory and mental images 

which man forms of the universe, thanks to his 
reading and thinking. Although external stimuli 
may be exactly the same, the organism reacts to 
them differently at every turn. His reaction is 
therefore conditioned-in the Pavlovian sense
by external or sensory and internal or biopsychic 
stimuli. 

For thousands of years, the human being has 
lived with a spatial scheme in his mind from 
which came his image of a geometrically perfect' 
universe, situated in infinite space, in which matter 
was all, matter being immutable and obeying laws 
which were even more immutable. When atomic 
physics broke up the universe into atoms, it altered 
its perfect geometry, turning it into a chaos of 
probabilities; it replaced its perfect continuity 
with physical discontinuity; it established change 
by leaps in place of continuous evolution; and it 
completely undid the spatial scheme of man on 
which was based his image of the universe. Instead 
of his former spatial image, which was firm, cer
tain, definite, solid, and continuous, man found 
himself with the image of a finite sphere in which 
everything was change, improbability, disorder, 
discontinuity and spasm. 

B. Destruction of the bodily image of man 

The consequences of the new biology and psy
chology were equally cataclysmic for the spatial 
and bodily schemes of the human being. The new 
biology, with Von Ue:xkiill, showed · that it was 
necessary to discard Darwinism and in its place 
establish that the process of life was that of beings 
whose structure was based on a conformity to 
plan, and that they progressed by biological 
leaps-not very different, in our opinion, from the 
physical leaps of Planck. Thus, the leap totally 
replaced uninterrupted evolution in the interpre
tation of the biological process. 

The new histology, backed by the high-power 
microscope and finally by the electronic micro
scope, also revolutionize9 the concept of the bodily 
image, that is, the morphological scheme which 
each human being has of himself and of his 
fellow-man. (18) 

Up to the beginning of our century, anatomy 
was static, solidified, fixed, rigid, and the human 
being was conceived of as a small microcosm of 
solid parts and subject to laws, weights and meas
ures, just as the macrocosm around him was sub
ject to the laws of physics. The new ultramicro
scopic histology, breaking the human being up 
into elements so far invisible, plus the new physio
logical and dynamic conceptions of what previous
ly was static human anatomy, destroyed the bodily 
im.age of the human being too, and transformed 
the former orderly conception of the human or
ganism into a confused image of molecular ele
ments in constant change and restlessness. 

(In the joyous days of pagan art, the skeleton 
was invisible in painting. In the Middle Ages, 
gentlemen, ladies, bishops and pages show their 
flesh but neither skulls nor bones appear on paint
ings. Aldous Huxley once asked why-and found 
no answer-.the skeleton appeared so late in art. 
In my opinion, the explanation is that in 1543 
there appeared the first work representing a spatial 
scheme of anatomy and the beginning of modern 
science; this is the Fabrica of Vesalius in which 



the magic of Calcar's illustrations under the super
vision of the brilliant Belgian, introduces into art 
the skeleton as the supreme expression qf the 
human form. In the wake of this work, artists 
start sculpturing anatomical structures on tombs. 
In the seventeenth century these statues stand up 
and open their eyes. At the feet of the figures 
skulls are sketched, perhaps in memory of the 
syphilis pandemics which destroyed the noses of 
the infected and reminded them of the existence 
of the skeleton. As time passed the skeleton grows 
and sprouts wings on figures decorating mauso
leums.) 

The psychoanalytical psychology of Freud con
tributed to this revolution by establishing the 
supremacy of non-rational life over rational life, 
and by creating an abyssal psychology which gave 
greater importance to the deep, instinctive, non
rational aspects of the mind than to conscious life. 
A world of darkness, sex, violence, and .aggres
sion, took the place of an orderly, moral world 
created laboriously as psychic superstructures for 
culture and religion. Thus, the third basic image 
or scheme of the human being, that of order, 
fixedness and law in his mental life, was also re
placed by the new Freudian scheme in which the 
instinctive zone of the mind was the decisive 
factor. 

C. The psychological impact of atomic science on 
modern art 

The man of our century reacted to this cata
clysmic destruction of the basic values of his life, 
of the spatial scheme of the universe, of his bodily 
image, and of his psychological self-image, with a 
vague, but often violent restlessness. But the 
artist, who is always the finest spiritual barometer 
of an age, reacted even more radically, reflecting 
in his techniques the disquiet he felt at this break
up of vital schemes, and by trying to rebel, or to 
resolve in his own way the cataclysm which threat
ened those values hitherto considered immanent 
in the human being. 

The object of the artist is to reproduce the 
beauty of the external world. But beauty is not, 
as Kant demonstrated, a predicate of things en
dowed with objective reality, since the aesthetic 
canon varies from one country to another and 
from one age to another. A Zulu's conception of 
beauty is far different from an Eskimo' s; El 
Greco's standards of beauty differ appreciably 
from those of a contemporary surrealist. There
fore, as the scientific attitude towards external 
objects-that is, the universe-was .altered, and 
spatial and bodily schemes of the subject changed, 
a tremendous change was brought about in the 
aesthetic canon of our century. ( 19) 

The painter, whom we have adopted as the 
most patent example of our thesis, uses today, as 
he did two thousand years ago, one of the two 
gr·eat aesthetic senses : sight, which perceives ex
ternal plastic stimuli of a static type, and upon 
which are based the spatial or visual arts (paint
ing and sculpture), just as the temporal or audi
tory arts are based upon the use of hearing, which 
captures rhythmic and melodic stimuli. 

The eye gives a simultaneous impression of ex
ternal things, just as the ear gives the succession 
of time or rhythm. (22) That is why there is an 

overlapping of the spatial-simultaneous stimuli on 
the one hand, and the temporal-successive on the 
other. Visual art requires, under any circum
stances, a spatial-temporal correspondence, which 
already existed for the artist long before Einstein 
discovered it in his theories of relativity. 

The modern painter found that he was subject 
to influences which had impregnated our times 
like a bolt of electricity. When the notion of a 
stable universe was proved a fallacy, and the image 
of his . own body was altered, the artist's spatial 
scheme of the world was destroyed . 

The key to ' the meaning of modern art, the art 
which sometimes strikes us as incoherent and de
formed, lies in the fact that the abstract painters, 

. who feel that their spatial scheme of the world is 
broken, reflect this mental commotion in their 
pictures, and paint a dislocated universe, with 
fractured planes, without continuity or solidity, 
in which space and time blend in plastic relativity. 
This is a world in which the artist's brush seems 
to be moved by the same Planckian shock that is 
disturbing the universe of atomic physics. 

Abstract art is, then, the diaKrammatic re'pre
sentation of the break-up, wrought by atomic 
physics and modern science, of the spatial scheme 
in the mind of modern man, especially the artist. 

Furthermore, the strange view which surrealist 
artists have of modern man (combining the human 
being with inanimate objects, as Max Ernst does, 
or doing this with a vague, gelatinous and trans
parent consistency as in Dali's case, or presenting 
him from within, like Henry Moore) is a repre
sentation of_ the breakup of the bodily scheme ( 21), 
to which the artist has been drawn by the concep
tions of modern physiology and biology. (22). 

D. The a-rtist rebellion against the influence of 
the new physical science. 

The modern artist has reflected in the technique 
of his work the psychological impact of atomic 
physics, but, on the other hand, he has fought 
against that influence in each facet of his art. In 
order to fight against the break-up of his spatial 
scheme wrought by the new conception of the uni
verse, the abstract artist has enclosed this universe 
within the frame of his picture, and especially 
within the finite, Einsteinian space of the bidimen
sional universe created by cubism. In this way, 
he has tried to limit the infinite just as physics 
has done, and is attempting to impose order upon 
his cosmos through artistic limitation. 

Secondly, he is doing .everything he _can in the 
cause of order, harmony, and clarity, when he 
frees himself from superfluous forms, colors, and 
rhythms, and seeks, like Mondrian, the supreme 
perfection of order, clarity and calm in his white, 
fixed universe of straight lines and harmonious 
angles. That universe which was converted into 
a chaos in the artist's mind by the break-up of the 
spatial schemes of the world about him, he now 
tries to reconvert into a cosmos of harmony and 
clarity. 

In the third place, with the break-up of spatial 
schemes in his mind, the modern artist has ceased 
regarding the object like Velasquez did; he even 
ceases to look at light like the impressionists did; 
he must withdraw more and more, he must shut 
himself up within himself, in a voluntary process 
of progressive · psychic blindness. This protest is 
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comparable to the hysterical blindness in which 
form is first lost, then light and color. Scorning 
the unstable outer world of disintegrated struc
tures and uncertain laws, the abstract artist has 
created his own world of ideas as in the case of 
the cubist painters, or has tended to restore a bio
psychological order of his own as in surrealistic 
painting. 

The solitary spectral figures of da Chirico shiv
ering under the silvery moon shining on Venetian 
piazzas, or Dali's figures alone in deserted lunar 
places, impress us · as beings submerged in cosmic 
loneliness which the artist himself feels because 
atomic science has torn his universe away from 
him, leaving him to the solitude of his ideas. 

The artist's canvases dramatize his double con
flict: his anguish over a universe which has fallen 
apart, and his profound desire for order, recon
struction and harmony. This conflict has exploded 
like a geyser into an art which is incomprehensible 
till we correlate it with the conceptions of modern 
physics. 

In a hundred .. years science has proceeded from 
the study of things to the study of sensations and 
ideas. At present, physics is attempting, from its 
fixed world of ideas, to dominate the changing 
world of things and sensations. Art, working in 
analogous channels is trying, from the watchtower 
of ideas, to create ideological painting. Modern 
painting is trying to present the chaos which exists 
in the physical world of today as it appears to 
men who do not understand its scientific struc
ture; at the same time, it is attempting to convert 
this universe into a pure and harmonious cosmos 
through the magic of art. 

E. A glance towards the future of a-rt 
One can foresee what the future holds for mod

ern art, in the same way one can mentally recon
struct the whole length of a half-destroyed bridge 
by looking at the arch of broken stones which still 
curves halfway over a river and imagining what 
the other half of the curve would be like. By 
means of such psychological extension, it is pos
sible to foresee the trends of art in the future. 
· Today's artist has reflected in his work the psy

chological impact of atomic science, which has 
destroyed the basic schemes of his existence as man 
and artist : his spatial scheme of the universe and 
his bodily and psychic image of himself. 

But a further reaction is already apparent in the 
art of painters like Dali, one of the most fanatical 
of surrealists, who in his most recent period is 
turning his back on surrealistic art and is painting 
"atomic Madonnas" and a mystical universe where 
everything floats in phantasmagoric levitation. 

The modern artist, in reaction against the dis
integration of the universe brought about by the 
physicists, is reconstructing this universe in his 
work. If we listen carefully to the voices oJ 
abstract artists we can detect in all of them the 
same note of mysticism, the same transcendental 
desire for unity and for ineffable communion with 
eternal, stable, and absolute forces. Abstract art 
masters all techniques, but at bottom there palpi
tates as a unifying element and common denomi
nator the desire for integration, for unity, for 
solidity, for continuity: the desire to find again 
the lost unity of the cosmos, of man with himself, 
and of man with cosm.os. (continued on page 33) 
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NEW FURNITURE 
+ 

LAMPS 
"Swing chair" in walnut or birch designed by A. Uma
noff; The Elton Company, distributors 

This is a necessarily limited showing of 
new material, more will be selected and 
shown immediately it is made available. 

A simple, flexible and moderately priced 
lamp newly introduced by Lightolier, Inc.; 
designed by Gerald Thurston 

Lamp by Tempestini for the "Gallery 
Collection" of the Custom Division of 
Lightolier, Inc. 

Captain Chair by Paul McCobb for the Planners Group 

Desk swivel chair designed by A. Umanoff, distributed 
by the Elton Company 

Chair, seating and storage bench by Paul McCobb for the Planners Group 

Two new pieces designed by Paul McCobb for the Planners Group using his new fabric, 
"Crosswedge," for Riverdale Fabrics, Inc. 



TILE TABLES BY LAURIE MATTLIN 
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It is in the brilliance of glazes and free juxta
position of colors that tile springs to life and 
allows intelligent integration of a nearly perfect 
architectural surface. 

Translated into table and work surfaces, tile, 
immune to almost all weather and chemical 
action, again demonstrates its basic honesty. 
These tables, through careful, precise experimen
tation with glaze formulas, textures and tones, 
which dimensionally are sufficiently flat, provide 
a completely practical surface for the many uses 
to which a table is put. When not cemented in 
place, the free tile permits the individual to re
arrange the tops in a variety of patterns, and 
the addition of a few spare tiles make possible 
an endless play of original surface designs. 

Pleasant colors, rich textures and happy acci
dents of the glaze technique result in a fresh, 
well-integrated solution. 
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HOUSES FOR SPECULATION 1 BY BYLES, WESTON & RUDOLPH W c show this and th e following lwnse as good 
and su cc<'ss/ul examples of the commercial 
dwelling designed for speculation. In these 
<'Xam ples t.hc necessary com promis('s ha ve been 
handled with judgment and lasle with the resnll 
that the general public has been offered a better 
than reasonably good choice in a pn'.ce rang <>. 
w ithin tlz c modern pocket book. Th ese houses 
arc su ceptible lo quantity production within 
generally accepted buildin g techniqnes and pose 
no other problem than finding th e speculative 
builder with enough good judgment and good 
w ill to undertake them. 

This three-bedroom and two-bathroom house 
was built on speculation by the designers in an 
attempt to offer the contemporary home buying 
public a product not available through the con
ventional merchant builder . 

Located in a portion of an old olive grove, 
the site is visually screened from neighbors and 
offers the maximum of outdoor living with a ll 
rooms opening directly to the outside. The struc
tural frame work consists of posts at eight-foot 
centers supporting longitudinal beams which are 
spanned by rafters, pressed wood chip ceiling, 
sheathing, insulation and tar and gravel roof. 
Conventional stud fi ller walls are covered by red
wood boards and batts on the exterior and dry
wall on the interior. 

This combination of the designer and builder 
seems to be not only an efficient and economical 
way to build but a profitable one as well. The 
designer intimately associated with construction 
is able to turn out a more realistic reflection of 
immediate building methods and techniques in 
terms of a restricting building budget. 
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HOUSE FOR SPECULATION 2 
DETAILS FROM DEVELOPMENT HOUSES BY EDWARD H. FICKETT, ARCHITECT, 

FOR THE RAY HOMMES COMPANY 

The houses from which these typica l detai ls 
are shown are in Sherman Park in the Reseda 
tract development which is sti ll under way, with 
a total of 566 houses in various stages of con
struction. The first unit of 251 houses was opened 
by way of pilot model homes for sales inspec
tion, and in two weeks the entire unit had been 
sold. A second unit of 315 houses has already 
been started . The two-bedroom house has been 
priced at $9,560; the three-bedroom house at 
$10,750. The builders work on a schedule of 
seven complete houses per day; on the second 
unit they hope to accelerate it to ten a day. 
Construction methods are standard wood frame 
and stucco with beam and open ceiling. The 
interiors are dry wall; cabinets are mill built; 
roofs are built up with aggregate in various 

PHOTOCRArHS JULIU S S HULMAN 

co lors and with Vi" pressed spun glass insulation 
between roof sheathing; fixed win.dows and "sun 
sash" louvre windows are % " plate glass; there 
are raceway soffits on wa ll s for a l l conduits; all 
floors are of aspha lt tile. 

A wide range of co lor se lection has been pro
vided by Wi lliam Manker with the owners being 
given an option through the use of a color chart. 
While lot sizes vary, none are under 70 x l 00 
feet, and in a ll designs the living room faces the 
rear outdoor l iving area. The grid p lan was not 
within the contro l of the architect, but in subse
quent tracts there wi ll be greater freedom in site 
p lanning. As it is, t he grid pattern has been 
somew hat ame liorated by the design and the 
use of redwood fences. 
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P HO T OGRA P H S BY GE ORGE D ~ G E NNARO 
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Can be installed 
after plastering 

The increasing spe~ification of Mi ll er doors 

and windows on the drawing boards of 

lead ing a~chitects thro ug hout the West 

is proof fhat the exce ll ence of the 

product has been attained through 

IVl . /}/} the use of discip lined designed sk1ils. 

FRANK B. WJ iJ:1:elz, MFG. CO., INC. Immediate delivery. 

3216 Vol ha l lo Drive Please write for pictorial brochure. 
Burbank , California 

hollow-core doors and you'll find their 

beauty is only skin deep. Beauty 

Rezo core and you'll see precision construction, 

the finest of materials and workmanship, a 

scientifically designed ventilated core •· exclusive 

with Rezo! That's why we always say ... 

When you buy a door VTHE CORE 

FRESNO SACRAMENTO 
Cali fornia Builders Supply California Builders Supply 

C•ll on 1ny one of our jobbers 

let them show you why 

LOS ANGELES SALEM 
The California Door Co. Oregon Pulp & Paper Co. 
Sand Door & Plywood Co. SAN JOSE 

San Jose Plywood Co. 
RENO SEATTLE 

Home Lumber Company Elmer & Moody Co. 
RICHMOND TACOMA 

California Builders Supply Coast Sash & Door Co 

ARTS & ARCHITECTURE 

J.O.B. BULLETIN 

continued from page 9 

worked with carpet manufacturers and who can handle check
work, etc., are especially desirable. 

G. CERAMIC DESIGNERS (free lance): Castleton China, which re
tains the Institute as an advisor in design matters, invites ceramic 
designers to submit sketches for conventional and coupe shape 
decorations. Sketches accepted will be paid for at current market 
rates. Sketches will be returned within thirty days if not pur
chased. Please send all sketches to: Mr. William Craig McBurney, 
Art Director, Shenango Pottery, New Castle, Pennsylvania. 

Please send all sketches to the Institute, 138 Newbury St., Bos
ton, Attn.: Mr. Zahn. 

H. DESIGNERS OF WATCHES, JEWELRY, PACKAGING: An exce l
lent opportunity for a male or fema le designer with at least two 
years' experience in industrial design for full-time employment in 
the company's large design studio near Chicago. Should be a 
design school graduate; preferably with interests in metalworking, 
modelmaking, sculpture and working on sma l l objects such as 
watch cases, dials, attachments, packaging, compact design and 
design of men's and women's jewelry. 

I. JEWELRY DESIGNER (male or female): New England jewelry 
manufacturer needs a young designer with jewelry experience. 
Modest beginning salary. Good long-range opportunity. 

J. MODELMAKERS: Occasionally the Institute hears of companies 
desiring the services of a mode lmaker with training in art and 
design. At present we know of one company in New England 
which may wish to hire such a person. 

K. PACKAGE DESIGN DIRECTOR: For large, well-established na
tional manufacturer, to head group of artists and designers of 
packages and labels for wide variety of products . Qualifications: 
maturity and experience as a package designer with good record 
of successful packages and labels for wide variety of products, 
knowledge of merchandising, ability to lead and administer group, 
willingness to live e lsewhere than in New York City. 

L. PACKAGING ARTIST (female): For full-time employment in 
Boston company which makes rubber plates for printing on corru
gated boxes . Job consists of tracing, lettering, etc., and company 
prefers young woman with some experience in lettering. Modest 
beginning salary with good oportunity for advancement. 

M. PACKAGE DESIGNER (possible opening): A large manufacturer 
on East Coast may need a replacement with these qualifications: 
a. Experience in package designing, with a feel for modern design 
(but not a crusader). b. Ability to do layouts, renderings, finished 
lettering, etc. Our staff peop le have to be pretty flexible. c. Enough 
potential administrative ta lent and sales ability to follow through 
project with client and production people. 

N. PRODUCT DESIGNERS: 

1. A large, well-established manufacturer of aluminum invites 
product designers to apply for staff positions in an expanding 
design and styling department, offering considerable variety in 
types of products designed for the company's customers. 

2 . A New England plastics manufacturing firm seeks for its 
resident design staff a ful I-time 3-dimensional product designer, a 
waduate of a design school, preferably with a year or two of 
experience. 

0. RETAIL STORE DISPLAY: One of the largest specialty stores in 
Metropolitan Boston offers an excellent opportunity for a recent 
art school graduate in display and decorating. Duties consist of 
display designing, installing merchandise, selling displays. Salary 
commensurate with ability and experience. 
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P. TV-RADIO DESIGNERS: A large, midwestern manufacturer 
wants two new designers: 

1. Experienced designer (possibly with furniture background) 
with complete knowledge of furniture. Capable of both traditional 
and modern design. Ability to design in plastics also helpful. 
Salary open. 

2. Young designer (just out of school or with some experience). 
Must be outstanding and interested in design of TV, radio, etc. 
Starting salary $4500-5000. 

Q. TWO-DIMENSIONAL DESIGNERS: 

1. To design labels and stickers for packages, and to do gen
eral typographical lay-out design, for the design staff of a New 
England manufacturer. 

2. Free lance: To design embossed and decorated plastic and 
leather articles for a New England manufacturer. 

II. ARTISTS AND DESIGNERS SEEKING EMPLOY
MENT: The Institute does not necessarily endorse the following 

individuals, who are listed because they have asked the Institute 

to help them find employment. 

ART DIRECTOR (publications) : B.B.A. from C.C.N.Y., 1940. M.A. 
in Visual Design (pending), .Institute of Design. Two years' work 
with Herbert Bayer. Previously Art Director for Johnson Publica
tions and BRIEF magazine. Also free-lance record covers and 
advertising illustration. Martin Rosenzweig, 943 E. 179 St., N. Y. 
60, N. Y. 

ART DIRECTOR: 17 years agency experience. Wide range of na
tional, industrial and consumer accounts. Presently employed 4A 
agency. Wishes to relocate in Boston. Excellent references (from 
Boston, N . Y. and Chicago). Inquire Editor, J.O.B. (age: 42). 

DESIGNER: Henry J. Dayton, 300 Central Park West, New York 
City. Studied construction, architecture, business administration at 
M.l.T. Experience in interior decoration, furniture design, construc
tion . Seeking job in N. Y.C. area (age: 29). 

DESIGN EXECUTIVE: Major experience in organizing and directing 
integrated design programs including product planning, develop 
ment and diversification. Highly recommended by Institute . In
quire, Editor, J .O.B. 

DESIGN EXECUTIVE: Considerable experience in organizing and 
directing design departments for two major Eastern manufacturers 
of consumer products. Also experience in product planning and 
development. Highly recommended by the Institute. Available 
immediately for free-lance or staff work. Inquire, Editor, J.O.B . 

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN: 1951 graduate of College of Architecture 
and Design, U. of Mich ., Industrial Design degree. Experience as 
application engineer. Drafting experience. Single, free to relocate 
anywhere and to travel. Presently employed in Midwest. Inquire, 
Editor, J .O.B. (age: 26). 

INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER: 1951 graduate of Art Center School, Lo·s 
Angeles, desires staff employment in product design in Los Angeles 
area or West Coast. 1 Vi years' staff experience with major manu
facturers. Highly recommended by the Institute. Inquire, Editor, 
J.O .B. (age : 26). 

INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER: Bachelor of Ind . Des. Syracuse &., 1951. 
1 Vi years' experience as industrial designer for Vultee Aircraft 
Corp . Prefers product design position in or near Boston . Philip H. 
Stevens, 53 Orchard St., Cambridge, Mass. 

INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER: B.F.A. in Industrial Design, U. of Illinois, 
Feb., 1953. 2 years' experience as laboratory technician; 6 months 
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as machine designer. Main ly interested in product design. Ross E. 
Cornwell, Jr., 50 Park Avenue, N. Y., N. Y. 

STYLIST: B.A., U. of Georgia, 1927; experience as Art Director, 
Art Editor, poster art, murals, decorator and sty l ist. Interested in 
working with manufacturer or publisher. Miss Anna l. Hilton, Hotel 
Turi edge, 161 Lexington Ave ., N. Y. 16, N. Y. (age 46) . 

TYPOGRAPHICAL DESIGNER (free lance l: Mrs. Elgria B. Harrover, 
24 Plant St., New Haven, Conn. Graduate of Yale School of 
Design desires free lance assignments in design of labels, book 
jackets, letterheads, mailing envelopes. Strong background in 
color. Six month's experience. Studied typography with Messrs. 
Alvin Lustig and Alvin Eisenman (age: about 22). 

A BUDDHIST CHURCH 

continued from page 21 

STAFF OR SPIRE in the courtyard by artist Raymond Rice best 
expresses the fundamenta ls and basis of the religion, that: any intel
ligent being, under the bondage and misery of his existence and 
earthly desires (the caged an imal) can reach a loft for. freedom (the 
soaring bird) from existence and desire, and can attain enlighten
ment (the open lotus) and Salvation (expressed by circle). 

CURVED LINES of the circle and arc in plan and details bear a 
special meaning to this group in that, to them, the continuity of line 
expresses continuity of harmony-the wil lingness to co-exist with 
fellow beings. 

PATIERN OF COURTYARD PAVING by Landscape Architects Eckbo, 
Royston & Williams, extending into the lobby of the church creates 
a visual continuity of the curved line. 

The separation or openness affected between the main form of 
the auditorium walls and the low roof of the courtyard and lobby 
allows one to sense the loftiness of the circular form from any por
tion of the general concourse. 

FOUR STAINED GLASS STRIPS with the lotus in abstraction, by 
artist Milford Greer at the south segment of the assembly auditorium 
expresses numerically the Four Great Truths that came to Buddha at 
the moment of enlightenment . 

SCULPTURED PLAQUE by a rtist Raymond Rice located at the end 
wall of the main lobby and visible from the street and entrance, 
expresses the P'a Pao or "Eight Auspicious Treasures," one of many 
groups of Buddhist symbols uti lized as architectural motifs in temples. 

CONCOIDAL GLASS SCULPTURE, a special technique developed 
by Milford Greer, include various forms of the lotus, sacred flower of 
the Buddhists-the symbol of enlightenment, purity and perfection. 

Planning and Requirements 

SITE PLAN: In the best Buddhist tradition, the Auditorium and 
Chapel face west and the Courtyard faces south. 

AUDITORIUM: The circular plan of the main assembly hall has the 
semblance of a wheel with steel rigid frames separating the orange 
repressed brick walls. Within the auditorium is a stage platform. 
Note that this is not an altar, for the image of Buddha in the niche is 
not to be worshipped as a deity, but to be honored as the man who 
founded the religion. 

T H E M A G A z 

3 3 0 5 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD, 

ARTS & ARCHITECTURE 

GOOD DESIGN 

continued from page 16 

Thaibok supplies new examples of domestic cotton upholstery fab
rics. These are again designed by Jack Larsen whose work first ap
peared in Good Design last June. In addition to his fabrics for 
Thaibok, Larsen has supplied four others through different sources, 
indicating his emergence as a new and influential weaver. 

Floor Coverings show, in general, simple surfaces, broken up by 
a sparkle of texture or color in very small areas, and diffuse pat
terns . This trend is in contrast to the use of plain color with its 
limited practicality, or pronounced patterns. 

Wallpapers have a larger representation than ever before, thanks 
to the co-operation of the industry. Of the 20 exhibited, 8 are new 
designs by Alexander Girard. Also shown are 5 exotic Japanese 
papers, some with natural leaves or butterflies laminated between 
layers of silk fibres. 

Flatware, Kitchen Utensils, Meta/ware Accessories, Woodenware: 
Russel Wright's new stainless steel flatware is one of the most coura
geous and considered designs exhibited. A kitchen service set of 
knives and forks for various special uses is made with the Wedge
Lock handle, fitting the hand, designed and patented by Thomas 
Lamb. This is one of the first times since these handles were exhib
ited in 1948 at the Museum of Modern Art that they have been 
available on the consumer market. A stainless steel flatware line con
sisting of 18 pieces, imported from Germany by Georg Jensen, offers 
a greater variety of utensils than any other on the market. Although 
there are approximately 20 kitchen utensils included, more than have 
been shown recently, no large appliances were chosen by the Selec
tion Committee. 
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In metalware accessories, such as bowls and ashtrays, color, 
enamel and oxidation are generally used rather than displaying the 
metal's own surface. More difficult to achieve without losing a good 
level of design, these effects have been realized in solid colors or 
very small-scale designs avoiding large patterns. Approximately 20 
items of woodenware, a larger number than usual, indicate a con
tinuing tendency towards informal, unpretentious effects. 

Glassware and Pottery in general show a conservative trend. 
Two major foreign sources of good glass continue to be Sussmuth 
in Germany and Leerdam in Holland, each represented by several 
items. From this country, Eva Zeise! reappears in "Good Design" with 
a new set of glassware, in three excellent colors. Pottery, this time, 
comes mostly from small production plants guided by designer-pro
ducers trained in creating individual handcraft pieces. Thus the 
selections fall between real handwork and big factory production. 
Emphasis is on informality, reminiscent of peasant pottery. A large 
group is shown from Marshall Studios in Indiana. 

Household Gadgets are to be found in an entertaining array of 
ingenious items. A closet storage set has been devised with a new 
way of attaching hangers to the wall and with rubber tubing cow~r
ing the hangers to prevent slipping. An outsize salad basket of 
tinned steel is completely collapsible for easy storing. Tiny individual 
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wall magnets will hang knives or other kitchen tools in their grip. 
An electric home drink mixer is of white enamel on steel with square 
plastic container. To kill flying insects, a specially designed bulb 
known as the "Genie Lamp" has been devised to fit into standard 
bulb sockets. A mechanical pancake turner gives everyone the 
mastery of neat flipping. 

Lamps: Although it is said that there are 1 2,000 known lamp 
manufacturers in the U.S., no entries were discovered in this field 
that were considered by the Selection Committee to warrant inclusion . 

HERBERT MA TYER 

continued from page 19 

return to Switzerland, he composed displays, pamphlets, and posters 
for the Swiss Tourist Office and learned by cutting, cropping and 
juxtaposition to dissect photographs, to find their barest essence and 
to compose them into abstract pictures. He designed the Swiss 
Pavilion for the New York World's Fair in 1939 where photographs 
symbolic of Switzerland were cropped and juxtaposed in exciting 
shapes and tension to one another and arranged to organize three
dimensional space. He also designed the glass exhibition at the 
Fair with each of the properties of glass made imaginatively visual. 

Matter came to the United States in 1935 where his work as a 
photographer and designer has made him one of the most important 
men in the field . During the war, he worked in collaboration with 
the group associated with Charles Eames on design projects and 
also did some of his most exciting and provocative graphic work 
as art director of the magazine, ARTS & ARCHITECTURE. On his 
return to New York he did, among other things, the Knoll showroom 
in collaboration with Florence Knoll and a catalog for Knoll Asso
ciates which has become a criteria for subsequent publications in 
this field. Early in his career, Matter became interested in photo 
montage with its extended directions into space. This and experi
ments with motion photography have led to his present great interest 
in film. As in other mediums, he feels his way by working with the 
film itself and builds up a "library" of material from which to draw 
and later organize into the form toward which he is working . He 
has already been engaged in a series of experimental films, among 
them a devoted and beautiful study of Calder's mobile sculptures. 

Comments courtesy of The Art News 

AN EXPERIMENT IN CORRELATION 

continued from page 23 

As his only means of restoring the broken unity of matter and spmt, 
the artist has chosen the path of integration, oneness and simplifica
tion. Abstract a-rt is simplification; it is stripping the universe of color 
and form to create it anew, the point of departure being the naked, 
cold , pure idea. Quasi -religious mystical integration of a new universe 
will be the aim of the new art. 

On the basis of that same objective of unity and integration which 
pulsates in the new atomic science as the philosophical key to its struc
ture, we can anticipate that modern art will tend, in the next half cen
ury, towards a new lay mysticism based on the principles of the new 
physical science and intended to ~·estore the lost unity of the spatial 
scheme of the universe and man's bodily image. We can indeed fore
see it as a tremendous endeavor towards the artistic integration of man 
and his cosmos. 

NOTES 

( 18) When this image disappears or is deformed by neurologic lesions, it can 
be freed from its bodily frame and converted into a hallucination, which has given 
rise in literature to the legend of the human "double" the sight of which means 
death, and which is only the perception, without object, of our own bodily 
image. 

( 19) Of vital importance in the discussion of the impact of atom ism on 
modern art is the fact that psychological perception is interpreted today as possi
bly being determined by physical factors. Perception does not receive the 
movement of matter but the effect of the impact of such movement upon our 
organism. 

W e construct the world on the basis of messages through the sen so rial organs 
to the brain. The mind weaves an impression using the stimulus which reaches 
the brain through the sensorial nerves and which lacks color, temperature, sound 
and texture, qualities given to it by the brain. 

M ental processes are the result of cereb~al processes which, in turn, depend 
•1pon stimuli from the body or the milieu . What the mind contains is determined 

( co111i1111ed on /Mge 3.5) 
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PRODUCTS merit specdied for the new Case Study House 

DESIGNED FOR THE MAGAZINE ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE BY CRAIG ELLWOOD 

The new Case Study House for the magazine, ARTS & ARCHITECTURE, by Craig 
Ellwood. is now under construction and should, barring ill winds, be ready for 
showing in approximately three months. The magazine will record the building 
procedures up until the time of opening, and it is hoped that with the next 
issue we will be able to show substantial progress by way of construction illus
trations and explanations. 

The following is a list of those materials which have been specified by the de
signer for the magazine's new Case Study House, representing a careful selection 
of products on the basis of quality, design, and general usefulness. They have 
been selected from among many good products as the best suited to a specific 
purpose, or at least best suited to the use to which this individual designer intends 
to put them. They are, therefore, (within the meaning of this program) Merit 
Specified. Other specifications will be added as the project develops. 

BORG BATHROOM SCALES.-Handsomely designed scales, lightweight, with a wide 
platform area. Magnifying lens and large figures on the dial make for easier read
ing. Guaranteed accurate within Y2 of l per cent, permanently oiled and sealed, 
these scales und.er normal use never need readjusting . They are manufactured by 
the Borg-Erickson Corporation, 469 East Ohio Street, Chicago 11, Illinois . 

DESERT ROCK ROOFING GRANULES.-Quarried and milled in California, this crushed 
natural rock for built up roofs is sc reened in two sizes: l/s" x %" and %" x Y2", 
and is available in bronze, salmon pink and seafoam green. This blending of colors 
and sizes allows greater individuality in texture and color. The porosity and opacity 
of the natural pastel shades of the roofing granules are important for the perma
nence of the built up roof since the sun will penetrate some of the more translucent 
white material and therefore hasten the deterioration of the asphalt. The natural 
colors of the rock do not contrast very much with the leaves and debris which 
accumulate on a roof thus giving it a more pleasing appearance. The Desert Rock 
roofing granules are a product of the Desert Rock Milling Company, 2270 Jesse 
Street, Los Angeles 23. 

PREVIOUSLY NOTED: 

Allenco Fire Hose Stations 
Manufactured by W. D. Allen Manufacturing Company, Chicago 6, Illinois 
West Coast Office at 2330 West Third · Street, Los Angeles 5 

American Maid Shower Door 
Manufactured by the American Shower Door Company, Inc. 
1028 North La Brea Avenue, Los Angeles 38 

Aquella Waterproofing material 
Manufactured by Prima Products, Inc .. 10 East Fortieth Street, New York 16 

Bendix Automatic Washer, Automatic Dryer 
Manufactured by Bendix, Home Appliances, Inc., South Bend 24, Indiana 

Built-in Television Outlet 
The T. V. Outlet Company, 6S10 Teesdale Avenue, North Hollywood, California 

Ceramic Mosaic Tile 
Manufactured by The Mosaic Tile Company, Zanesville, Ohio; distributed in South
ern California by The Mosaic Tile Company, 829 N. Highland, Hollywood 38 

"Edco" Delayed Action Light Switch 
Manufactured by Electric Deodorizer Corp., 9993 Broadstreet, Detroit 4, Mich. 

Faries Bathroom Accessories 
Manufactured by Faries Manufacturing Co., Decatur, Illinois 

Fiberglas Insulation 
A product of Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo 

Garden Flood Lights 
Manufactured by the Stonco Electric Product Company, Elizabeth, New Jersey 
Distributed by The Mcloughlin Company, 811 East Fourteenth Place 
Los Angeles 21, California . 

Gas-Fired Automatic lncinor 
Manufactured by Bowser, Inc., Incineration Division, Cairo, Illinois. 

Geneerco Doors 
Manufactured by the General Veneer Manufacturing Co.,8652 Otis St., South Gate 

General Water Heater 
Manufai:tured l:y General Water Hea ter Corp., 1 East Magnolia Blvd., Burbank 

Glide-All Sliding Cabinet Doors 
Manufactured by Woodall Industries, Inc., 4326 Van Nuys Blvd, Sherman Oaks 

Globe Lighting Fixtures 
Manufactured by Globe Lighting Products, Inc., 
2121 South Main Street, Los Angeles 7, California 

Globe Vanitory 
Manufactured by the Globe-Wernicke Company, Cincinnati, Ohio 
Distributed by Thomas W. Berger, Inc., 701 American Building, Cincinnati 

Heat Registers and Ventilating Grille& 
Manufactured by The Hart and Cooley Manufacturing Company, Holland, Michigan 
Distributor: The Rueger Company, 133S South Hill Street, Los Angeles 1 S 

Kaiser Hardwall Plaster 
Manufactured by the Kaiser Gypsum Division of Kaiser Industries 
148 South Robertson Boulevard, Beverly Hills, California 

Loafer Lawn Chair, Utilitee Folding Chair 
Manufactured by the Crescent Aluminum Products Company, Allegan, Michigan 

Lytecaster Lighting Fixtures 
Manufactured by Lightolier Company, Jersey City S, New Jersey 

Marco Recessed Lighting Fixtures 
Manufactured by Marvin Manufacturing Company 
3071 East Twelfth Street, Los Angeles, California 

Milwaukee Fluorescent Bathroom Cabinet 
Manufactured by Northern Light Company, 1661 North Water Street, Milwaukee 

Mississippi Obscure Glass 
Manufactured by Mississippi Glass Co., 88 Angelica St., St. Louis 7 

Modernfold Accordion Doors 
Manufactured by New Castle Products, Indiana, and distributed by Modern Build
ing Specialties Company, 1729 Maple, Los Angeles lS 

Modular Hollow Clay Block 
Manufactured 'by the Davidson Brick Company, 4701 Floral Drive, Los Angeles 22 

Moen Mixing Faucets 
Manufactured by Moen Valve Company, a division of Ravenna Metal Products 
Corp., 6518 Ravenna Avenue, Seattle 5, Washington 

Nevamar Laminate 
Manufactured by the National Plastic Products Company with warehouse and 
sales office at 22S2 East Thirty-seventh Street, Los Angeles 

NuTone Products 
Manufactured by NuTone, Inc., Madison and Red Bank Roads, Cincinnati 27, Ohio, 
and distributed through NuTone, Inc., 1734 South Maple Street, Los Angeles lS 

Palos Verdes Fireplace Rock 
Obtained from the Palos Verdes Corporation 
Administrative Building, Rolling Hills, California 

Payne Perimeter Heating Unit 
Manufadured by the Payne Furnace Company, Monrovia, California; the unit will 
be installed by La Brea Heating Co., 734 E. Hyde Park Blvd., Inglewood, Calif. 

Plexolite 
Manufactured by Plexolite Corporation and distributed by 
Plexolite Sales Company, 4223 West Jefferson Boulevard, Los Angeles 16 

Plug mold 
Manufactured by the Wiremold Company, Hartford 10, Connecticut 

Portland Cement is manufactured by more than 1 SO different plants in 34 of the 
United States and in Canada. 

Pumice Aggregate 
Crownite is exclusively distributed in California by the Blue Diamond Corp., Los 
Angeles; Pacific Coast Aggregates, Inc., San Francisco; Squires-Belt Materials Com
pany, San Diego 

Ramset Fastening System 
Ramset Fastening System, Inc., 12117 Berea Road, Cleveland 11 

Revolvodor Wardrobes 
Manufactured by Coast Store Fixture & Manufacturing Corporation, and marketed 
by Revolvodor Corporation, 194S North Central Avenue, El Monte, California 

Rotir Electric Barbecue Spit 
Manufactured by the Rotir Company, 8470 Garfield Avenue, Bell Gardens, Calif. 

Russwin Locksets 
Manufactured by the Russell and Erwin Division of The American Hardware Corp., 
New Britain, Conn. West Coast Rep.: R. C. Bolt, 1139 Meadowbrook, Altadena 

Servel Refrigerator 
Manufactured by Servel, Inc., Evansville 20, Indiana 

Shirley Steel Kitchen Sink and Cabinets 
Manufactured by the Shirley Corporation, Indianapolis 2, Indiana 

Steelbilt Sliding Glass Doors and Windows 
Manufactured by Steelbilt, Inc., 4801 East Washington Boulevard, Los Angeles 22 

Structural Steel Square Tubing 
Manufactured by Drake Steel Supply Company 
3071 East Twelfth Street, Los Angeles, California 

Superfan Portable Forced Air Blower 
Manufactured by Queen Stove Works, Inc., Albert Lea, Minnesota 

Telephone Conduit 
Architects and Builders Service of The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company, 
740 So. Olive Street, Los Angeles SS, California 

Thermodulor Forced Air Heating Controls 
Manufactured by Carvell Heat Equipment Co., 1217 Temple Street, Los An3eles 26 

Van-Packer Chimney 
Manufactured by the Van-Packer Corporation, 209 South La Salle Street, Chicago 4 

Western-Holly Automatic Built-in-Gas Cooking Units 
Manufactured by Western-Holly Appliance Company, 8S36 Hays St., Culver City 
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AN EXPERIMENT IN CORRELATION 
continued from page 33 

by the milieu, and vice versa. Organism and milieu are one whole. Our percep
tions seize the configuration of situations. The qualities of the objects are those 
of the entire situation. Physicists and physiologists accept that cerebral stimuli 
are of atomic nature, but the brain receives separate impressions, and the mind 
does not end but rather begins with the global picture of everything. 

(20) Formerly, artists commissioned by great lords and wealthy men to paint 
their portraits used to record very often the chronic illnesses of their models 
creating a splendid iconography of great medico-historical value. What the brush 
of the classical artists reproduced was simply the charming pirouette of the 
human body in a bronze by Donatello, the explosive anatomy of Michael Angelo, 
or the graceful gesture of the nudes of Boucher and Fragonard. Rembrandt's 
brush was able to grasp the psychological profundity of state of mind in his own 
self-portrait, just as Franz Hals captured the rotund, smug, middle-class· life 
engraved on the faces of the burgomasters he painted. But no one could seize 
the dynamic process of illness that has a beginning, a development and a con
clusion which is at times the cosmic tragedy of death, nor could anyone depict 
the unfolding of a psychological process. 

(21) William Hogarth (Analysis of Beauty-Introduction), said in 1753: 

"Notwithstanding I have told you my design of considering minutely the 
variety of lines which serve to raise the ideas of bodies in the mind, and which 
are undoubtedly to be considered as drawn on the surfaces only of solid or 
opake ~od!es: yet the endeavorin~ to conceive, as accurate an idea as is possible, 
of the inside of those surfaces, if I may be allowed the expression will be a 
great assistance to us in the pursuance of our present inquiry. ' 

"In order to my being well understood, let every object under our considera
tion., be im~gined to have its inward contents scooped out so nicely, as to have 
r:othmg of 1t left but a thin shell, exactly corresponding, hoth in its inner and 
outer surface, to the shape of the object itself: and let us likewise suppose this 
thick shell to be made up of very fine threads, closely connected together, and 
equal!y perceptible, whether the eye is supposed to observe them from without, 
or w1thm, and we shall find the ideas of the two surfaces of this shell will 
naturally coincide. The very word, shell, makes us seem to see both surfaces 
alike. 

"The use of this conceit, as it may be called by some, will be seen to be very 
great . .. and the oftener we think of objects in this shell-like manner we shall 
facilitate and strengthen our conception of any particular part of the ~urface of 
an object we are viewing, by acquiring thereby a more perfect knowledge of the 
whole, to which it belongs: because the imagination will naturally enter into the 
vacant space within this shell, and there at once, as from a centre view the 
whole .from "".ithin, and mark the opposite corresponding parts so strongly, as 
t~ retain the t~ea of the whole, and make us masters of the meaning of every 
view of the obiect, as we walk round it, and view it from without." 

( 2 2) Let us quote the opinions of some abstract American artists: George 
L. K. Morris : "Can you imagine it in any other time-an artist just putting 
shapes together-shapes that represent nothing, either alone or in combination? 
H~ puts a frame around it, and offers it on the open market, just as a good 
thmg to have around and look at; something that will speak to you as an inde
pendent personality, and yet is very quiet." Later on he defends the effort of 
self-control and pacification of "harnessing of freedom" which is the real 
strength of the artist. Then he compares an artist who paints Nature without 
selecting his themes to a "pianist who sits down on the keyboard (Whistler) or 
on the palette." Painting is, basically, an optical experience. Art has an 
emotional impulse and a structural texture, and produces two forces as different 
as inhaling and exhaling, and requires the impulse of the painter to activate a 
picture with life. 

~illcm de .Kooning: "Abstraction first used to designate a still life led the 
~rttst to conceive of art no~ as something in which everything can be eliminated." 

It gave some people the idea that they could free art from itself." "The artist 
turned his back on things in order to take possession of ideas," "social ideas to 
~ake .their objects ~ith, their ~onstructions the pure plastic phenomena." .' .. 

Man s own form m space-his body-was a private prison; and that it was 
because of this imprisoning misery-because he was hungry and overworked and 
went t.o a horrid place called home late at night in the rain, and his bones ached 
an? his head was heavy-because of this very consciousness of his own body, 
this sense of pathos, they suggest, he was overcome by the drama of a crucifixion 
in a painting or the lyricism of a group of people sitting quietly around a table 
drinking wine" ... "Kandinsky understood 'Form' as a form, like an object in 
the real world; and an object, he said, was a narrative-and so of course he 
disapproved of it. He wanted his 'music without words.' ' ' 

" ... Fu~urists had a simpler sentiment . . . No space. Everything ought to 
keep on gomg ! 

"The ar~ument .often used th~t science is really abstract, and that painting 
cou!d he like music ~nd, for th~s. reason, that you cannot paint a man leaning 
against a_ I.amp-post, is utterly nd1c1:1Ious. That space of science-the space of 
the phys1c1sts-I am truly bored with by now. Their lenses are so thick that 
seen through them, the space gets more and more melancholy. There seems 
to be no end to the misery of the scientists' space. All that it contains is billions 
and billions of hunks of matter, hot or cold, floating around in darkness ac
cording to a g.reat design of ai~lessness. The stars I think about, if I could fly, 
I could reach m a few old fashioned days. But physicists' stars I use as buttons 
buttoning up curtains of emptiness. If I stretch my arms next to the rest of 
myself and wonder where my fingers are that is all the space I need as a painter. 

"Today, so~e ·people think that the light of the atom bomb will change the 
concept of pamtmg once and for all. The eyes that actually saw the light 
meltd out of sheer ecstasy. For one instant, everybody was the same color. 
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14 made angels out of everybody. A truly Christian light, painful but forgiving." 
Alexander Calder: "I think that at that time and practically ever since, the 

underlying sense of form in my work has been the system of the Universe, or 
part thereof. For that is a rather large model to work from. 

"What I mean is that the idea of detached bodies floating in space, of differ
ent sizes and densities, perhaps of different colors and temperatures, and 
surrounded and interlarded with wisps of gaseous condition, and some at rest, 
while others move in peculiar manners, seems to me the ideal source of form . 

"I would have them deployed , some nearer together and some at immense 
distances. 

"And a great disparity among all the qualities of these bodies, and their 
motions as well. 

"A very exciting moment for me was at the planetarium-when the machine 
was run fast for the purpose of explaining its operation: a planet moved along 
a straight line, then suddenly made a complete loop of 360° off to one side, 
and then went off in a straight line in its original direction. 

"I have chiefly limited myself to the use of black and white as being the most 
disparate colors. Red is the color most opposed to both of these-and then, 
finally, the other primaries. The secondary colors and intermediate shades serve 
only to confuse and muddle the distinctness and clarity. 

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE PRODUCT 
LITERATURE AND INFORMATION 

Editor's Note: This is a cla.s5ified review of cu.rrenuy available manufacturers' 
literalure and product information. To obtain a copy of any pi.ece o/ literalure 
or inf ormatum regardin1 any product, list the rwmber which precedes it on 
the coupon which appears belot11, gi.11in1 your name, address, and occupation. 
Return the coupon to Arts & Architecture and your requests will be filled as 
rapidly '" possible. I tem.s preceded by a dot ( • ) indicate products which have 
been merit specified in the Case Study Howe Proiram. 

APPLIANCES 

• (956) Indoor Incinerator : Informa
tion lncinor unit for convenient dis
posal combustible refuse, wrappings, 
papers, garbage, trash; gas fired. unit 
is 35" high, 22" in diameter, weighs 
130 pounds, has capacity of two bushels; 
heavy steel plate combustion chamber; 
AGC approved; u: c e 11 en t product, 
merit specified CSHouse 1952.-lncin
eration Division, Bowser, Inc., Cairo, ID. 

• (123a) Gas Ranges, Colored Tops: 
rilustrated color folder describing new 
l951 Western-Holly gas ranges with 
pastel colored tops; tops available in 
pastel green, blue yellow, lif~ime 
porcelain enamel to harmonize with 
kitchen colors; body of range in white 
enamel to avoid over-emphasis on 
color; other features include top-burner 
Tempa-Plates, disappearing shelf, van
ishing ~rille, oversize expandable bak
ing oven; well-designed, engineered, 
fabricated; merit specified CSHouse 
1952.-Western Holly Appliance Com
pany, Inc., Culver City, California. 

• (365) Kitchen Appliances: Brochures, 
folders complete line Sunbeam Mix
masters, Waffiemasters, lronmasters, 
Toasters, Shavemasters; recent C·hange~ 
in design well illustrated.-Sunbeam 
Corp-0ration, Roosevelt Road and Cen
tral Avenue, Chicago 50, Ill. 

CABINffS 

• (124sl) All-Steel Kitchens: Complete 
information, specification details, plan
ning data Shirley all-steel kitchens: 
quality units, good contemporary de. 
sign, excellent engineering; produced 
in standard series of individual 
matched units; sinks formed from 
deep-drawing l 4-12:a u ge porcelain-on· 
enamel to which acid-reaistant glass· 
porcelain is permanently bonded; cab
inets cold-rolled furniture steel, solidly 
spot-welded; finish inside and out 
baked-on synthetic enamel; flush door. 
drawer fronts, semi-concealed hinges; 
rubber bumpers on doors, drawers; ex
ceptionally quiet operation ; includes 
crumb-cup strainer or Consume-away 
food disposer unit; this equipment de-

finitely worth close study, ronsidera· 
lion; merit specified C.:::sHouse 1952.
~hirley Corporation, Indianapolis 2. 
Indiana. 

DECORATIVE ACCHSOllES 

(137a ) Contemporary Architectural 
Pottery: Information, illustrative mat
ter excellent line of contemporary ar· 
chitectural pottery designed by John 
Follis and Rex Goode; large man
height pots, broad and flat garden pots; 
mounted on variety of black iron tripod 
'itands ; clean, strong designs; data be
longs in all files.-Arch itectural Pot
tery, 3562 Meier Street, Venice, Cali
fornia. 

(122a ) Contemporary Ceramics: Infor
mation, prices, catalog contemporary 
ceramics by Tony Hill; includes full 
range table pieces, vases, ash trays, 
lamps, specialties; colorful, well fired, 
original; among best glazes in industry; 
merit specified several t imes CSHouse 
Program magazine Arts & Architecture; 
Jata belong in all contemporary fil~. 
- Tony Hill, 3121 West Jefferson Boule
vard, Los Angeles, California. 

(145a ) Antiques and Decorative Acces
sories ; Information excellent collection 
carefully chosen antique decorative ac
cessories; all pieces reflect quality, good 
I aste ; good source for the trade.
Charles Hamilton, 18 East Fiftieth 
Street, New York 22, N. Y. 

(l 76a ) Wire Sculpture: Information on 
complete line of wire sculpture wall 
pieces in three dimensions. Ten dis
tinctively different designs for walls, 
fireplaces, bars, etc.-J er-O·Mar Crea· 
tions, 12028 Guerin Street, Studio City, 
California. 

• (426) Contemporary Clocks and Ac
cessories: Attractive folder Chronopak 
contemporary clocks, crisp, simple, un
usual models; modern fireplace acces
sories ; lastex wire lamps, and bubble 
lamps. George Nelson, designer. One 
of the finest sources of information, 
worth study and file space.-Howard 
~liller Clock Company, Zeeland, l\Iich. 
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• (183a) New Recessed Chime, the K-15, 
completely protected against dirt and 
grease by simply designed grille. Ideal 
for multiple installation, provides a 
uniformly mild tone throughout house, 
eliminating a single ch ime too loud in 
one room. The unusual double resona
tor system results in a great improve
ment in tone. The seven-inch square 
grille is adaptable to installations in 
ceiling, wall and baseboards of any 
room.-NuTone, Inc., Madison and Red 
Bank Roads, Cincinnati 27, Ohio. 

FLOOR COVERINGS 

(309) Rugs: Catalog, brochures prob
ably best known line contemporary rugs, 
carpets; wide range colors, fabrics, pat
terns; features plain colors.-Klearflax 
Linen Looms, Inc., Sixty-third St. at 
Grand Ave., Duluth, Minn. 

(166a) Imported Danish Cork Tiles: 
Information and samples, tongue and 
groove, 5/16" thick, 50% more Cork, 
50% denser, no fillers, longer wearing, 
fine precision cutting, flat laying, light 
and dark random colors, ultimate style 
and beauty, reasenable, direct from im
porter.- Hill Corporation, 725 Second 
Street, San Francisco 7, California. 

(989) Custom Rugs: Illustrated bro
chure custom-made one-o-f -a-kind rugs 
and carpets; hand-made to special order 
to match wallpaper, draperies, uphol
stery, accessories; seamless carpets in 
any width, length, texture, pattern, 
color; inexpensive, fast service; good 
service, well worth investigation.-Rug
crofters, Inc., 143 Madison Avenue, New 
York 16, N.Y. 

FURNITURE 

(168a) Furniture, Acce.ssories, Retail: 
A remarkably comprehensive selection 
of contemporary furniture, fabrics ans 
accessories. Emphasis on good design. 
Equipped for execution of interiors, 
commercial and residential.-Dan 
Aberle, 14633 Ventura Blvd., Sherman 
Oaks, Calif. 

(18la) Baker Modern Furniture: Infor
mation complete line new contemporary 
furniture designed by Finn Juhl, tables 
cabinets, upholstered pieces, chairs; rep
resents new concept in modern furni
ture; fine detail and soft, flowing lines 
combined with practical approach to 
service and comfort; shelf and cabinet 
wall units permit exceptional flexibility 
in arrangement and usage; various sec
tions may be combined for specific 

Please send me a copy of piece 

No. No. No. 

No. No. No. 

No. No. No. 

NAME 
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needs; cabinet units have wood or glasE 
doors; shelves and trays can be ordered 
in any combination; free standing units 
afford maximum storage; woods are 
English harewood, American walnut, 
white rock maple in contrasting colors 
-almost true white and deep brown; 
most pieces also available in all walnut; 
special finish preserves natural finish of 
wood and provides protection again:0t 
wear and exposure to moisture; excel
lent craftsmanship; data belong in all 
contemporary fi les; illustrated catalog 
available.-Baker Furniture Company, 
Grand Rapids, Michigan. 

(975) Furniture in Kit Form: Informa
tion well designed contemporary string, 
tape chairs in unfinished knocked-down 
kits ready for assembly; also tables; 
available by mail order at very reason
able prices; also prefinished at slightl~ 
higher prices; well worth investigation 
-Calfab Furniture Company, Post Of 
fice Box 215, San Gabriel, Calif. 

(85a) Contemporary Furniture, Day
bed: Information new retail outlet good 
lines contemporary furniture, accesso
ries; includes exceptionally well de
signed Felmore day bed; seat pulls for
ward providing generous size single bed; 
4112" thick foam rubber seat, fully up
holstered reversible seat cushion, per
manent deep coil spring back; frame 
available in walnut, oak, ash, black; 
legs aluminum or black steel; reason
ably priced, shipped anywhere in coun
try; this is remarkably good piece, 
deserves c1ose attention.-Felmore As
sociates, 15221 Sunset Boulevard, Pa
cific Palisades, Los Angeles, Calif. 

(314) Furniture, Retail : Information 
top retail source best lines contempo
rary lamps, accessories, fabrics; desig1,s 
by Eames, Aalto, Rhode, Naguchi, Nel
son; complete decorative service. -
Frank Brothers, 24·00 American Avenue, 
Long Beach,. Calif. 

(169a) Contemporary Furniture--New 
28-page illustrated color brochure gives 
detailed information Dunbar new mod
ern furniture designed by Edward 
Wormley; describes upholstered pieces, 
furni ture for living room, dining room, 
bedroom, case goods; woods include 
walnut, hickory, birch, cherry; good 
design, quality hardware; careful work
manship; data belongs in all files; send 
25 cents to cover cost; Dunbar Furni
ture Corp. of Indiana, Berne, Indiana. 

(6a) Modern Office Furniture: Informa-

No. 

No. 

No. N6. 

ZONE STATE 

NOTE: Litereture cennot be forwerded unleH occupeti0t1 i1 .h--. 

tion one of West's most complete lines 
office, reception room furniture; modern 
desks, chairs, tables, divans, matching 
accessories in woods, metals; wide range 
competitive prices on commercial, cus
tom pieces; professional, trade dis
counts.-U nited Desk Company, Twelfth 
and Olive Streets, Los Angeles, Calif. 

(316) Furniture: Information top lines 
contemporary furniture designed by 
Eames, Naguchi, Nelson.-Herman Mil
ler Furniture Company, Zeeland, Mich. 

( 15a) Swedish Modern: Information 
clean, well designed line of Swedish 
modern furniture; one of best sources. 
-Swe.dish Modern, Inc., 675 Fifth Ave
nue, New York 22, N.Y. 

(323) Furniture, Custom and Stand
ard: Information one of best known 
lines contemporary metal (indoor-out
door) and wood (upholstered) furni
ture; designed by Hendrik Van Keppel, 
and Taylor Green-Van Keppel Green, 
Inc., 9501 Santa Monica Boulevard, 
Beverly Hills, Calif. 

(l 74a) Information available on contem
porary grouping, black metal in combi
nation with wood, for indoor-outdoor 
use. Illustrated caitalogue of entire line 
offers complete information.-Vista Fur. 
niture Company, 1541 West Lincoln, 
Anaheim, California. 

HARDWARE 

• (58a) Single Handle Mixing Fau
cets: Folder, data Moen single handle 
mixing faucets; turns water on by lifting 
handle, off by pressing down; turn to 
left makes water hot, to right makes 
water cold; deck-type, wall-type, both 
old and new sinks, single and divided 
sinks, kitchen, lavatory, laundry room, 
bars, special doctors' and dentists' types 
available; highly practical, precision 
engineered, well designed; this item 
deserves close inspection; merit speci
fied for CSHouse 1952.-Ravenna Metal 
Products Corporation, 6518 Ravenna 
Avenue, Seattle 5, Wash. 

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING 

(142a) Residential Exhaust Fans: Com
plete information installation data Lau 
Niteair Rancher exhaust fan for homes 
with low-pitched roofs; quiet, powerful, 
reasonably priced, easily installed; pulls 
air through all rooms, out through attic; 
available in four blade sizes; complete 
packaged unit horizontally mounted with 
belt-driven motor; automatic ceiling 
shutter with aluminum molding; auto
matic time switch optional; rubber cush
ion mounted; well engineered, fabri
cated.-The Lau Blower Company, 2017 
Home Avenue, Dayton 7, Ohio. 

(994) Heating Facts: Remarkably well 
prepared 20-page question-and-answer 
brochure "How to Select Your Heating 
~em" featuring Lennox heating equip
ment, now available; practical, readable 
information by world's largest manufac
turers; should be in all files.-Dept. 
AA-5, The Lennox Furnace Company, 
974 South Fair Oaks Avenue, Pasadena. 

• (143a) Combination Ceiling Heater, 
Light: Comprehensively illustrated in
formation, data on specifications new 
NuTone Heat-a-lite combination heater, 
light; remarkably good design, engi
neering; prismatic lens over standard 
100.watt bulb casts diffused lighting 
over entire room; heater forces warmed 
air gently downward from Chromalox 
heating element; utilizes all heat from 
bulb, fan motor, heating element; uses 
line voltage; no transformer or relays 
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required; automatic thermostatic con
tPols optional; ideal for bathrooms, chil
dren's rooms, bedrooms, recreation 
rooms; UL-listed; this product definite· 
ly worth close appraiaal; merit specified 
CSHouse 1952--NuTone, Inc., Madison 
and Red Bank Roads, Cincinnati 27, 
Ohio. 

• (827) Kitchen Ventilating Fans: Well 
illustrated 4-page folder featuring new 
NuTone kitchen ventilating fans; wall 
ceiling types; more CFM than competi
tive models in same price range; only 
screw driver needed to install; quickly 
removable grille, lever switch, motor 
assembly rubber mounted; well de
signed, engineered; merit specified for 
CSHouse 1952.-NuTone, Inc., Madison 
and Red Bank Roads, Cincinnati 27, 
Ohio. 

LANDSCAPING 

• (63a) Plants, Landscaping, Nursery 
Products: Full color brochure most 
complete line of plants, including rare, 
trees, nursery products in Southern 
California; fully qualified landscaping 
service, consultation both in field and 
in nursery; firm chosen to landscape 
six CSHouses; best source of informa
tion.- Evans & Reeves Nurseries, 255 
South Barrington Avenue, Los Angeles, 
Calif. 

LIGHTING EQUIP'ME·NT 

(34a) Accent and Display Lighting: 
Brochure excellently designed contem
porary Amplex "Adapt-a-Unit" Swivel
ite fixtures; clean shapes, smart appear
ance, remarkable flexibility, ease of 
handling; complete interchangeability 
of all units, models for every type of 
dramatic lighting effects; includes re
cessed units, aolor equipment; informa
tion on this equipment belongs in all 
files.-Amplex Corporation, 111 Water 
Street, Brooklyn 1, New York. 

(102H) Acusti-Luminous Ceilings: 
Completely new treatment illuminates 
room with diffused light over entire 
ceiling area, eliminating shadows, glare, 
while the acoustical baffles give high 
degree acoustical correction. Loses ri
gidity at 140° , enabling installation 
below sprinkler heads for attractive dec
orative effects. Write for complete in
formation on advantages of price and 
ease of handling. Luminous Ceilings, 
Inc., 2500 West North Avenue, Chicago, 
Illinois. 

( 909) Architectural Lighting: Excep
tionally well prepared 36-page catalogue 
architectural lighting by Century for 
stores, display rooms, show windows, 
restaurants, museums, churches, audi
toriums, fairs, exhibits, hotels, night 
clubs, terminals; features optical units, 
downlites, decorative units, reflector 
units, fluorescent units, spots, floods, 
strips, special signs, color media, dim
mers, lamps, controls; full data includ
ing prices; worth study, file space.
Century Lighting, Inc., 521 West Forty
third Street, New York 36, New York. 

(965) Contemporary Fixtures: Cata
log, data good line contemporary fix
tures, including complete selection re
cessed surface mounted lense, down
lights incorporating Corning wide angle 
Pyrex lenses; recessed, semi-recessed, 
surface-mounted units utilizing reflector 
lamps; modern chandeliers for widely 
diffused, even illumination; selected 
units merit specified for CSHouse 1950. 
-Ledlin Lighting, Inc., 49 Elizabeth 
Street, New York 13. N.Y. 
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(782) Fluorescent Luminaries: New 
two-color catalog on Sunbeam Flu.ores
cent Luminaries; clear, concise, incl u
esive; tables of specifications; a very 
handy ref erence.--Sunheaw Lighting 
Company, 777 East Fourteenth Place, 
Los Angeles 21, Calif. 

( ll 9a) Recessed and Accent Lighting 
Fixtures: Specification data and engi
neering drawings Prescolite Fixtures; 
complete range contemporary designs 
for residential, commercial applications; 
exclusive Re-lamp-a-lite hinge; 30 sec
onds to fasten trim, install glass or re
lamp; exceptional builder and owner 
acceptance, well worth considering.
Pressteel Company, 802 Bancroft Way, 
Berkeley 2, California. 

(159a) Decorative Lighting: Custom
made lighting fixtures, residential and 
commercial, specially designed by our 
slafI of designers and artists and exe
cuted by skilled craftsmen. Designing 
service available on modern and period 
styling; special attention given to your 
specifications and design.-Sidney C. 
Dorner Company, 548 North La Cienega 
Boulevard, Los Angeles 48, California. 

(964) Bank, Office Lighting: Brochure 
planned lighting for banks, office; covers 
recent advances use standard lighting 
equipment for architectural, illumina
ting results and influences properly 
maintained foot-candle levels to im
prove efficiency, increase working ac
curacy, add visual comfort; data costs, 
installation, maintenance; well illus
traled; one of best sources information 
on subject.-Pittsburgh Reflector Com
pany, 452 Oliver Building, Pittsburgh 
22, Pa. 

( 910) Theatrical Lighting: Smartly de
signed 48-page catalogue showing best 
in contemporary theater lighting for 
state, exhibits, window displays, pag
e<!nts, fashion shows, dance halls, caba
rets, night clubs and fairs by Century; 
lights, special equipment, control equip
ment, accessories; one of most complete 
workbooks published, completely illus
trated and with prices; this is a must.
Century Lighting, Inc., 521 West Forty
third Street, New York 36, New York. 

( 909) Architectural Lighting: Excep
tionally well prepared 36-page cata
logue architectural lighting by Century 
for stores, display rooms, show windows, 
restaurants, museums, churches, audito
riums, fairs, exhibits, hotels, night 
clubs, terminals; features optical units, 
downlites, fluorescent units, spots, floods, 
strips, special signs, color media, dim
mers, lamps, controls; full data, includ
ing prices; worth study, file space.
Century Lighting, Inc., 521 West Forty
third Street, New York 36, New York. 

(Z7A) Contemporary Commercial Fluo
rescent, Incandescent Lighting Fixtures: 
Catalog, complete, illustrated specifica
tion data Globe contemporary commer
cial fluorescent, incandescent lighting 
fixtures; direct, indirect, semi-indirect, 
accent, spot, remarkably clean design, 
sound engineering; one of most com
plete lines; literature contains charts, 
tables, technical information; one of 
best sources of information on lighting. 
-Globe Lighting Products, Inc., 2121 
South Main Street, Los Angeles 7, Calif. 

(l70a) Architectural Lighting: Full in
formation new Lightolier Calculite fix
tures; provide maximum light output 
evenly diffused; simple, clean func· 
tional form: square, round, or recessed 

with lens, louvres, pinhole, albalite or 
formed glass; exclusive "torsiontite" 
spring fastener with no exposed screws, 
bolts, or hinges; built-in fibreglass gas· 
ket eliminates light leaks, snug self. 
leveling frame can be pulled down 
from any side with fingertip pressure, 
completely removable for cleaning; def
initely worth investigating.-Lightolier, 
11 East Thirty-sixth Street, New York, 
New York. 

• (375) Lighting Fixtures: Brochures, 
bulletins Prylites, complete line recessed 
lighting fixtures, including specialties; 
multi-colored dining room lights, auto· 
ma tic closet lights; adjustable spots; 
full technical data, charts, prices.
Pryne & Company, Inc., 140 North 
Towne Avenue, Pomona, Calif. 

(155a) Contemporary Lighting Fixtures: 
Complete range of fixed and adjustable 
recessed units, dome lights, lamps: ar
ticulate new shapes in modern finishes. 
reel lights; new concepts in ceiling and 
wall mounted candelabra fixtures.
Showroom: Gruen Lighting, 8336 West 
Third Street, Los Angeles, California. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

( 360) Telephones: Information for ar
chitects, builders on telephone installa
tions, including built-in data.-P. E. 
Dvorsky, Pacific Telephone & Tdegraph 
Company, 740 South Olive Street, Los 
Angeles 55, Calif. 

PAINTS, SURFACE TREATMENTS 

(164a) Wallpapers: Information Katz
enbach and Warren latest "architect
tural" wallpaper collection. This sculp
ture wallcovering is a three-dimensional 
moulded material of great durability, 
fadeproof, waterproof; especially note
worthy are hand-screened papers simu
lating materials: Roman Brick, Ancient 
Wall, Melton Marble, Mosaic; other 
interesting papers include Spanish Doors 
and Mirage of Mexican and Guate
malan inspiration. Katzenbach rind 
Warren, Inc., 575 Madison Avenue, New 
York 22, New York. 

(924) Sash and Trim Colors: Folder 
alruug, uurab!e sash and tnm coion. 
ground in treated oils; pure, light-fast 
pigments combined with specially form· 
ulated t1ynU1euca; won't chec~, crack., 
withstands discoloration, retains glou, 
tlows easily but won't run, sa1; good 
hiding capacity; worth investigation.
General Paint Corporation, 2627 Army 
:Street, San Francisco, Calif. 

(162a) Zola tone Process: Information 
on new revolutionary painting system; 
true multi-color paint permits applica
tion to a surface of multi-color pattern 
in single spray coat; no special spray 
equipment required nor special tech 
niques; multiple colors exist separately 
within Zolatone finish, do not merge nor 
blend; intermixing of varying ratios of 
colors and sizes ot aggregates produces 
infinite number of possible multi-color 
blends; washable, exceptionally abra- · 
sion resistant; provides excellent finish 
for most materials used in building 
construction: wood, metal, plaster, ce
ment, stone, glass, tile, wall boards, 
Masonite, paper; tends to conceal flaws 
and surface imperfections; used to paint 
exterior surface of new J . W. Robinson 
Building in Beverly Hills; information 
belongs in all files.-Manufactured by 
Paramount Paint and Lacquer Com
pany, 3431 E. 15th St., Los Angeles 23. 

(938) Paint Information Service-au
thoritative, complete-especially for Ar
chitects. Questions to all your finish 
problems answered promptly and frank· 
ly, with the latest information avail
able. No obligation. Also color samples 
and specifications for L & S Portland 
Cement Paint, the unique oil-base finish 
for cement masonry, galvanized steel. 
Used on the West's most important jobs. 
Write to General Paint Corp., Archi
tectural Information Department, 2627 
Army St., San Francisco 19, Calif. 

(92S) Portland Cement Paint: Fold
er L & S Portland Cement paint merit 
specified for use CSHouse 1950: for 
concrete, stucco, masonry, new galvan· 
ized iron. other surfaces; long wearing. 
won't absorb moisture, fire retardant; 
easy to apply with brush, sprav: used 
for 30 years.-General Paint Corpora· 
tion. 2627 Army Street, San Francisco. 
Calif. 

PANELS AND WALL TUATMENTS 

(902) Building Board: Brochures, 
folders Carrco Wallboard, which is fire 
resistant, water resistant, termite proof, 
low in cost, highly insulating, non-warp
ing, easy to work, strong, covered with 
one paint coat, finished on both sides, 
semi-hard, and uniform; 4' x8' sheets 
1,4" in thickness; merits close attention. 
-L. J. Carr Company, Post Office Box 
1282, Sacramento, Calif. 

(l 75a) Etchwood and Etchwall; tex
tured wood paneling for homes, furni
ture, offices, doors, etc. Etchwood is 
plywood; Etchwall is redwood lumber 
T & G preassembled for fast, easy in 
stallation; difficult to describe, easy to 
appreciate.-Davidson Plywood & Lum· 
her Company, 3136 East Washington 
Boulevard, Los Angeles, California. 

(l60a) Mosaic Oay Tile for walls and 
floors-indoors and out. The Mosaic 
Line includes new "Formfree" Patterns 
and Decorated Wall Tile for unique ran
dom pattern development; colorful 
Quarry Tile in plain and five "non-slip" 
abrasive surfaces; and handcrafted 
Faience Tile. The Mosaic Tile Com
pany, 829 North Highland, Hollywood 
38. Hillside 8238. 

(l 78a) Plymolite translucent-fiberglas 
reinforced-building panels. A new light
weight, shatterproof material with a 
thousand uses; for home, office, farm 
or factory. Lets light in but keeps 
weather out. Plymolite is permanent, 
beautiful, weatherproof, shatterproof, 
and easy to use. Plymolite may be 
worked with common hand or power 
tools and may be fastened with ordi
nary nails and screws. Available in a 
variety of flat and corrugated sizes and 
shapes, also a selection of colors. Both 
structural and technical information 
available. Plymold Company, 2707 
Tulare Ave., Burbank, Calif. 

( 585) Etchwood Panels: Literatur~ 
Etchwood, a "3-dimensional plywood" 
for paneling, furniture, display back
grounds; soft grain burnished away 
leaving hardwood surface in natural 
grain-textured surface; costs less than 
decorative hardwood plywood; entirely 
new product, merits close considera
tion. - Davidson Plywood & Lumber 
Company, 3136 East Washington Boule
vard, Los Angeles, Calif. 

( l 79a) Plexolite-fiberglas reinforced. 
translucent sheet: Folder illustrating 
uses of corrugated or flat Plexolite in 
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industry, interior and outdoor home de
sign and interior office design. Techni
cal data on Plexolite together with 
illustrated breakdown of standard types 
and stock sizes; chart of strength data 
and s tatic load. Additional information 
on Plexolite accessories for easy instal
lation.-Plexoli te Corporation, 4223 W. 
Jefferson Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif. 

(l84a) Masonite Siding : Fonr page 
hulletin describing in detail approved 
methods application of tempered hard
board product especially manufactured 
for use as lap siding. Sketches and tab
ulated data provide full information on 
preparation, shado\v strips, nails, corner 
treatments and finishing. Masonite Cor· 
poration, Ill W. Washington St., Chi
cago 2, Illinois. 

(lOlh) Color Standards & Color Re
search: New booklet; only complete 
review available color standard8. Of 
paramount interest to American indus
try. Lists reference material resulting 
from 20 years research e8tablishing base 
colors for industries and reporting cur
rent trends of color wants in consumer 
products. Faber Birren & Company, 
500 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, New 
York. 

PLUMBING FIXTURES, ACCESSOllH 

( 55) Water Heaters, Electric: Brochure, 
data electric water heaters: good de· 
sign.-Bauer Manufacturing Company, 
3121 W. El Segundo Boulevard, Haw
thorne, California. 

ROOFING 

(995) Aluma-Life Roofing : Folders, 
specification data light-weight Aluma
Life roofing; uses aluminum foil, 99.1 
per cent pure, between cotton gum base 
layers with a coating of marble or 
granite chips of selected colors; rated 
"A" by National Board of Fire Under· 
writers, approved by FHA; hurricane 
specifications; insulation value equals 
2# of mineral wool ; particularly good 
for modem design.-Aluminum Build
ing Products, Inc., Route 1 Atlantic 
Boul~vard, Jacksonville 7, Fla. 

• (95) Roof Specifications: Information 
packed 120-page manual built-up roof 
specifications featuring P -E built-up 
roofs; answers any reasonable roofing 
problem with graphs, sketches, technical 
data.-Pioneer-Flintk.ote Company, 5500 
South Alameda Street, Los Angeles, 
Calif. 

SASH, DOORS AND WINDOWS 

(522) Awning Windows: Brochure Gate 
City Awning Windows for homes, oflicee, 
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apartments, hotels; controlled by worm I ern building needs; new glazing assem
and gear drive operating two sets of bly; attractive appearance; resilient
raising mechanisms distributing raiainit grip principle insures maximum safety, 
force to both sides of sash; standard reliability ; strong steel clip minimizes 
and special sizes; contemporary desigu : breakage due to sudden shocks, high 
-Gate City Sash & Door Company, 15 winds, building settling; data belongs ! 

Southwest Third Avenue, Fort Lauder in all files.-The Kawneer Company, 
dale, Fla. llOS North Front Street, Niles, Mich. 

(356) Doors, Combination Screen-Sub : 
Brochure Hollywood Junior combination 
!lcreen-metal sash doors; provides Yenti 
lating screen door, sash door, perma
nent outside door all in one.-West 
Coast Screen Company, 1127 East Sixty. 
third Street, Los Angeles, California 
(in 11 western states only). 

065a) Wardrobe Sliding Doors: FuJJ 
information , specification data Glide
All sliding doors for low-cost, h ighly 
functional wardrobes, closets; floor-to
ceiling installation eliminates studdin~. 
framing and plastering time; easily 
adaptable to less-than-standard hei ghts: 
smoothly-finished extruded aluminum 
alloy floor track, threshold type; velvet 
finished aluminum allow channel top 
t rack guides and conceals rollers; quiet. 
smooth, dependable operation; easilv 
installed. Suited for domestic or com'
mercial buildings; one of the best prod
ucts in field.-Jule Meyn, Jr., 4326 Van 
Nuys Boulevard, Sherman Oaks, Calif. 

(901) Hollow Core Flush Door: Brn
chure Paine Rezo hollow core flu;;h 
door featuring interlocking air-cell grirl 
core combining the strength of cross
banded plywood with lightness in 
weight; accurately mortised and framed 
together, and overlaid with matche r! 
resin -glued plywood panels: one of best 
products in field.-L. J. Carr and Com· 
:>any, P. 0. Box 1282, Sacramento, Calif. 

(163a) Horizontal Sliding Glass Door· 
walls: Unique 8-page brochure-detail 
and isometric drawings; also 16-page 
illustrated editorial reprinted from Arts 
and Architecture; installation and ful l 
!'<'ale cross sectional details; pionet"r 
and leading producer; top roller-hung 
and bottom roller types: many exch
sive important engineering features: 
sealed against wind and water: avail
able in hot-dip l!alvanized, or bonder· 
ized under zinc chromate primer; Ther
mo-glaze, Thermopane and T window 
units; minimal maintenance; favorerl 
by leading cont'·mporary architects; 
carefully enginee1ui, quality product; 
completely facto~· a.5sembled-no loose 
parts.-Steelbilt, )11c. , 4801 E. Washing
ton Blvd., Los A.1geles 22, Calif. 

(117a) Stock Sash: Information new 
Kawneer stock sash; designed for mod-

SOUND CONDITIONING 

(800) Acousti-Celotex Sound Condition· 
ing: Products for every sound condition . 
in~ problem; Fissuretone, a new and 
"different" random-fissured s u r£ ace . 
gives a beautiful new pattern and stylr 
to Sound Conditioned ceilings. Is high 
ly sound absorbent, lightweight, rigid . 
incombustible. Suited for commercial 
or domestic buildings; Gates Ferguson. 
The Celotex Corporation, 120 So. Lr 
Salle St., Chicago 3, Ill. 

STRUCTURAL BUILDING MATERIALS 

(970) Douglas Fir Plywood: Basic 1950 
catalog giving full data Douglas Fi 1 
Plywood and its uses; deliniates grade .. 
features construction uses, physica l 
properties, highlights of utility; table· 
specification data; undoubtedly bes• 
source of information, belongs in aJ I 
files.-Douglas Fir Plywood Associa 
tion, Tacoma Building, Tacoma 2, Wash 

VISUAL MERCHANDISING 

( 152a) "Effective Use of Space": New 
BO-page illustrated brochure featuring 
SPACEMASTER line of standards , 
brackets and complete units designed to 
create outstanding open-sell merchan
dise displays. T he good design and 
amazing flexibility of these fixtures also 
makes many of them ideal for shelving 
in homes and offices where movability 
is required. Complete with suggested 
layouts, charts, information on installa
tion. Write for free copy of Catalog 
50-S. - Dept. AA, Reflector-Hardware 
Corporation, Western Avenue at 22nd 
Place or 225 West 34th Street, New 
Yo rk I, N.Y. 

SPECIALTIES 

e (106a) Accordion -Folding Doors: Bro
rhure, fu ll information, specification 
tlata Modernfold accordion-folding doors 
for space-saving closures and room divi
sion; permit flexibility in decorative 
schemes ; use no floor or wall space; 
provide more space; permit better use 
of space ; vinyl, durable, washable, 
flame-resistant coverings in wide range 
rolors; sturdy, rigid, quiet steel work
ing frame ; sold, serviced nationally; de-
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serves closest consideration; merit spe
cified CSHouse 1952. -New Castle 
Products, Post Office Box 823, New 
Castle, Ind . 

(937) Magnetic Tape Recorder: Bro
chure high fidelity magnetic tape re
corder for custom installation in stu
dios, schools, houses, industrial plants; 
instantaneous monitoring from tape 
while recording, separate heads for high 
frequency erase, record, playback; well 
engineered, reasonably priced.-Berlant 
Associates, 9215 Venice Boulevard, Los 
Angeles 34, Calif. 

082a) Colored Cement Art Tile for 
floors and walls, either indoors or out. 
Made by hand but in precision molds 
insuring accuracy and uniformity of 

, size, with hydraulic presses producing 
110,000 pounds of pressure per tile . 
Age and use increase both durabil ity 
and beauty of this tile. Easily cleaned, 
requires no waxing, is not slippery. 

I

. Absolutely color. fast, lime-proof, water
proof, and resistant to acid. Any de
sign or color can be custom fabricated, 

1 while hundreds of s tandard patterns and 
color combinations are available. In-
destructible beauty for floors, walks, 
walls, stairs, patios, show rooms, foun
tains, swimming pools. Write for in· 
formation . California Spanish Tile Co., 
ll453 Knightsbridge Avenue, Culver 
City, Cal ifornia. 

(27a) Custom Radio-Phonographs: In
formation Gateway To .\lu:;ic custom 
radio-phonograph installat ions; top qua l
ity at reasonable cost; wide variety cus
tom-built tuners, Al\1-Fl\l, amplifiers, 
record changers including three-speed 
changers which play consecutively both 
sides all types of records; television, 
magnt>tic recorders , other optionals; 
cabinets a lso available; five-year pa rts, 
labor warranty.-Gateway To ~fusic, 
3089 Wil shire Boulevartl, Los Angeles 
15, Cal ifornia. 

(149a) Steel Roof Deck: Descriptivt> 
booklet with physical properties, com 
plete loading tables, suggested specifi 
cations Granco Steel Roof Deck; rotary 
press formed sheets for uniform pattern: 
most effective shape, longitudinal rib~ 
l %" deep (same thickness as 2"x4") 
spaced on 5%" centers; wide covei 
width of 28%"; maximum sheet length 
14'-4"; available in 18, 20 or 22 gauge; 
attractive, durable finish; quick to 
erect; worth close investigation.-Gran· 
co Steel Products Company, Subsidian 
of Granite City Steel Company, Gran 
ite City, Illinois. 
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(l9a) Decorative Glass: "Modernize 
Your Home With Decorative Glass" is 
the title of new Mississippi Glass Com
pany booklet featuring actual photo
graphs that show how figured glass 
adds chairm to the home; enlivens and 
brightens every room in the house; 
makes each radiant with interest; free 
copy on request. - Mississippi Glass 
Company, 88 Angelica Street, St. Louis 
7, .l\lissouri. 

• ( ll6a) Packaged Chimneys: Informa
tion Van -Packer packaged chimneys; 
economical; saves space, hangs from 
ceiling or floor joists ; installed in 3 
man-hours or less; immediate delivery 
to job of complete chimney; meets FHA 
requirements; worth tontacting; merit 
specified CSHouse 1952. - Van-Packer 
Corporation, 122 West Adams Street, 
Chicago 3, Illinois. 

(39a) Iron Work: Illustrated 44-page 
catafog showing 200 photographs case 
iron lacework from old New Orleans 
Vieux Carre designs; pilasters, bal us
trades, friezes, other details all exact 
replicas of authentic originals; also in· 
eludes photographs wide range modern 
installations; descriptions, weights, 
measurements, architect u r a 1 sugges
tions; highly useful reference work , be
longs in all files.-Lorio Iron Works, 
738 South Gayoso Street, New Orleans 
19, Louisiana. 

(23a) Swimming Pools: Well prepared 
book "Planning Your New Swimming 
Pool" giving full data Paddock swim
ming pools; nationally known, widely 
accepted; one of best sources of infor
mation . on subject.-Paddock Swim
ming Pools, 8100 Santa Monica Boule
vard, Los Angeles 46, Calif. 

(818) Louvered Ceilings: Folders 
Alumigrid louvered ceilings for contem· 
porary interiors; non-glare illumination. 
rontemporary styling; aluminum, easy 
to install, maintain; can be used ove1 
entire ceiling; full installation, lighting 
data; well worth investigation .-The 
Kawnrer Comprinv. 7:-JO North Front 
Street, Niles, Michigan. 

• ( 9a) Automatic Kitchen Ventilators: 
Folder Fascia automatic kitchen ventila
tors; keeps kitchens clean, cool, com
fortable; expel steam, grease, cooking 
odors; outside wall, inside wall, "ceil
n-wall" installations; completely auto
matic, easy to install, clean; Fasco Tur
bo-Radial impeller; well engineererl, 
well designed; merit specfied for CS. 
House 1952.-Fasco Industries, Inc., 
Rochester 2, N. Y. 
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Operating Room, Misericordia Hospital Addition. Milwaukee. Wiscon· 
sin. floor: Pallern No. 1778-AJ, 1~· x 1~· x Y. •neutral warm 
brown Conductive floor Tile. Wainscot : 4\4 • x 4Y. •wall tile and trim, 
Color No. 302. Harmonilone warm gray. Brust & Brust, Architects. 
Stark Mantel & Tile Company, Tile Contractor. 
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permanent 
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The Mosaic Tile Company's Electrically Conductive 
Vitreous Ceramic Mosaic Floor Tile meets N.F.P.A. 
No. 56, "Recommended Safe Practice for Hospital 
Operating Rooms." 

WHERE USED: Recommcnde<l for all anesthetizing 
locations in surgical and obstetrical suites. 

WHAT IT DOES: Mosaic Conductive Floor Tile <lissi
pates static electricity, prevents the accumulation of 
dangerous electrostatic charges hy providing moderate 
conductivity between persons and comluctive equip
ment in contact with the floor. 

HOW INSTALLED: 

In new construction, the setting bed (minimum thick-

ness l ") consists of a mixture of mechanically mixed 
and pulverized Acetylene Carbon Black and Portland 
Cement, mixed with sarn.l. 

For alterations without structural changes, a thin setting 
bed method has been developed (ra ises existing floor 
line approximately .9{6"). Special mastics with the 
require<l electrically conductive properties are avail
able. In both setting methods joints arc composed of 
waterproofed Cray Portland Cemen t. 

For detaile<l information on Mosaic Conductive Floor 

Tile, see your nearest Mosaic representative, or write 
Dept. 38-7, The Mosaic Tile Company, Zanesville, 
Ohio. 

THE MOSAIC ®TILE COMPANY 
•Pat. App. For. (Member-Tile Council of America) Offices, Showrooms and Warehouses across the nation. Over 4000 Tile Contractors to serve you. 

OFFICES: Atlanta • Boston • Buffalo • Chicago • Denver • Detroit • Greensboro • Hartford • Hollywood • Little Rock • Miami • Milwaukee • Minneapolis 
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